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Notice to Readers & Contributors

This magazine is a publication by the Hang Gliding Federation
of Australia (HGFA).
Contributions are always needed. Articles, photos and illus
trations are all welcome, although the editor and the HGFA Board
reserve the right to edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Materials of unknown origin won’t be published.
All contributions should be accompanied by the contributor’s
name, address and membership number for verification purposes.
Photographs can be submitted via email, web client, CD, DVD
or printed on gloss paper for scanning. Drawings, maps, cartoons,
diagrams, etc, should be in black ink on white paper or electronic
formats for colour. Lettering may be pencilled lightly but clearly on
the artwork, to be typeset.
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Views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those
of the HGFA nor the Editor’s. They are strictly the views of the
author/contributor.
Copyright in this publication is vested in the HGFA. Copyright
in articles and other contributions is vested in each of the authors/
photographers in respect of their contribution.

SkySailor Editorial Contributions

The contact points for HGFA members submitting to SkySailor are the
HGFA Editor/Graphic Designer and the HGFA Office. These contacts
should be used according to the directions below.

Editor/Graphic Designer

Suzy Gneist
Ph: 07 5445 7796
<skysailor@hgfa.asn.au>
Post to: 57 Alice Dixon Drive,
Flaxton QLD 4560

Articles

HGFA Office & Sales

Ph: 03 9336 7155
Fax: 03 9336 7177
<office@hgfa.asn.au>
[www.hgfa.asn.au]
4a-60 Keilor Park Drive,
Keilor Park VIC 3042

HGFA members should submit articles to the HGFA Editor. Article
text is preferred by email to <skysailor@hgfa.asn.au> either as a
Word document or plain text file, photos can be sent via post to 57
Alice Dixon Drive, Flaxton QLD 4560, either as print copies or high
resolution JPGs or TIFs on CD/DVD. Photos must be accompanied by
full captions and photographer names on a separate text file (.txt)
on the CD/DVD.

Next Submissions Deadline

1 November 2011
for the December/January issue of SkySailor
Photos and materials will be returned after publication
only if a stamped, self-addressed envelope is supplied.
Otherwise photographs, whether published or not, will be filed
and may subsequently be used in further publications.

Display Advertising

Commercial operators wishing to place a display advert should email
the Editor/Graphic Designer to receive a booking form and detailed
artwork specifications.

News, Letters to the Editor, New Products,
Events Calendar Entries

HGFA members should send the above editorial items to the Editor,
as text in the body of an email to <skysailor@hgfa.asn.au>.

Classifieds, Club Executive & Member Updates

HGFA members should submit classifieds (secondhand gear for sale)
and changes of address details (whether for Club Executives or
individual members) to the HGFA Office <office@hgfa.asn.au>. See
the Classifieds section at end of this magazine for more details.

HGFA Website Contributions

Please email Club News to <clubnews@hgfa.asn.au> and Comp
News to <compnews@hgfa.asn.au>. The information is forwarded to
SkySailor and the maintainers of the HGFA website.
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3 Hats
Wearing

at the 2011 World
Championships
Monte Cucco, Perugia, Italy – 17 to 30 July 2011
by Vicki Cain

Moyes Gliders Hat

Ten years ago I promised myself I would follow in
the footsteps of my parents, Bill and Molly Moyes, by
attending every single World Championship. I’ve been
working at Moyes Gliders for over 20 years, which makes
getting to these competitions not only the fulfillment
of a passion, but also a great marketing exercise. You
see, whilst there we can support the Moyes pilots
in competition, meet dealers and other pilots, and
generally network and make new contacts.  
We have all just returned from the 2011 comp, held
at Monte Cucco, Italy, where we rented a house with half
the Aussie team. The house was a great place to set up
shop, we had two spare gliders and spare parts to repair
just about any Moyes glider.
On the homework front, it was encouraging to
see that our numbers were solid even with the strong
Aussie dollar hampering exports this season.

Winners: First Alex Ploner (Icaro, Italy), second Christian
Ciech (Icaro, Italy), third Primoz Gricar (Aeros, Slovenia)

Alex Ploner of Italy is the new World Champion

Dolores was singing, “it’s raining men…” Bill, at 79 years
old said, “I’ve never seen anything like this before!” As
a ‘pseudo’ team leader I was just doing the minimum,
there’s so much more involved for a ‘real’ team leader,
but it was fun, there’s such great camaraderie in our
sport and I love seeing the interaction of the different
personalities within the team. It was a great experience
to be part of.

Airborne
(AUS) 2%

Graph: Gliders by manufacturer (total 146 pilots)
Monte Cucco north launch

Manufacturers meeting, from left: Manfred Ruhmer (Icaro),
Vicki Cain, Bill and Molly Moyes (Moyes), Raymond Caux
(France), Christian Ciech (Icaro), Sergey Drobyshev (Aeros)

and his team for hosting an amazing and
extremely professional event.
It was heart wrenching to watch cancellations, day after day, as low pressure
systems dogged the area.

Forbes Worlds Hat

Being organiser of the next World Championship in Forbes, I had extra incentive this year
to pay attention to the organisational details
in preparation for the Pre-Worlds 2012 and
Worlds 2013. I take my hat off to Flavio Tebaldi

The organisers celebrate

Team Leader Hat

During the competition, two additional team placements
became available, and Aussie Team Leader, Neil Petersen,
joined the comp as eighth man. Blenky proposed I step
into the team leader role and I jumped at it, realising
it presented a wonderful opportunity to gather some
further insight into the competition.
These days there are only a handful of dedicated
Team Leaders, the rest are nominated team pilots.  Being
a Team Leader involves attending the daily Team Leader

Briefing. Task and Safety Committee are selected at the
first meeting of the comp. We were also asked to select
the scoring members of the team. (Even though eight
members of the team compete, only the selected six can
score for the team and only the top three pilots for the
day scores count toward the team title.)
The regular program for the daily Team Leader
Briefing is:
➲➲ an in-depth weather briefing from the meteo man
➲➲ suggested task
➲➲ suggested launch
➲➲ a discussion of any issues, airspace, scoring, etc
➲➲ set time for a pilot briefing at launch when the task
is presented
As half of the Aussie team was staying at the hotel
at the headquarters, I was able to give them the low
down when delivering the lunches, followed up by a text
message with brief details that they may need about the
day.  On launch, after the pilot briefing, the team then
has their own get together.
Unfortunately due to the weather conditions, there
were only two!  We placed fourth after the first day with
great flights by Jonny, Steve and Dave. The second day
Jonny, Steve and Trent scored for the team though we
slipped from fourth place to seventh.
Day 2 at goal was a day to remember: 96 pilots made
goal and most of them came in together in one gaggle!
I was standing with Bill and Molly we were all jaws
agape, watching all these hang gliders fly into goal.

Impressions
by Cameron Tunbridge

M

y perspective when signing onto the 18th
World Hang Gliding Championships, Monte
Cucco, Italy, was that it’s both an honour and a
fairly serious endeavour to represent our nation at the
international level and to achieve sporting excellence
at this elite level is an even greater challenge.
The campaign started in earnest only 14 days prior
to the first official task date. After escaping from
winter downunder and travelling across the globe to
Sigillo, I made camp at Villa Scirca, comp headquarters,
hostel accommodation and Monte Cucco for 10 days
of training flights over the official flying area. With
experience from two prior tours to Italy, I gave myself
the challenge to fly the tasks from previous meets,
many of which were mountain runs along the Apennine
central ranges and across the undulating landscape
and valleys of the Umbrian surroundings. I flew myself
into relative comp fitness, but, alas, the weather was
only to stay favourable until the official practice day
and opening ceremony! The forecast for the meet
looked fairly grim from the onset, so a strong sense of
humour was required to carry through the frustration
of bad weather and the flyable but not task-able days
that lay ahead.

With thanks to the Aussie team: Jonny Durand, Steve
Blenkinsop, Trent Brown, Cameron Tunbridge, Len Paton,
Dave May, Neil Petersen, Rod Flockhart. Drivers: Timothy
Ettridge, Dolores Mordasini, Franco Chetcuti, Hadewych
Van Kempen – Aussie, Aussie, Aussie, Oi, Oi, Oi!

Teams: First Italy, second France, third Austria

The first task was from the Monte Subasio, a large
rounded hill with launches facing south-west. The
course was an out and return to Spolito on the southern
rim of the valley and a triangle over the flatter area and
to goal. This would test the gaggles at the start gate for
attitude, aptitude and altitude, as they charged along
across the Foligno valley towards the mountains and
started climbing over Trevi, a small fortress village that
yielded a great thermal trigger surrounded by massive
olive plantations on the side of lower slopping ranges.
They then worked along the side of the mountains for
some upwind advantage to get the height to climb out
to the turnpoint, a castle on the southern rim of the
valley, and dive back onto the hills for the leg back to
Subasio. Conditions improved along the way, but not
for much longer. Shortly after things got slow and many
got stuck in weakening thermals and headwinds, not
going anywhere fast, and only the front runners made
it around the third TP and to goal. After flying for four
hours, I landed out along the third leg of the course with
the majority of the field…
The second task from Monte Cucco – one of the
most amazing flying sites imaginable with large grassy
slopes and top landing area – started as a ridge race,
followed by a valley crossing onto the Gubbio ranges
were conditions were slightly worse, and a return for
another ridge run to the finish.

Lengthy launch lines delayed take-off, until 15 minutes
before the first start. In hindsight, taking the second
gate would have been the more conservative option,
rather than starting low and attempting to catch up
by taking chances to find stronger thermals along the
way. Instead, I managed to get myself stuck low and
slow for half an hour and had to negotiate rain before
arriving in goal with about a hundred pilots.
Many days of not flying, days of rigging on
launch then de-rigging and flyable but not task-able
conditions were the sad reality for everyone and on the
final day a chance to fly a last task from another site
was missed. Sadly, the meet was deemed a mitigated
disaster of sorts, especially given the week after the
weather returned to almost perfect flying again.
Yet as a result my personal aspiration of the sport
haven’t really altered:
➲➲ continue to fly well and maintain safety,
➲➲ enjoy the challenges of our sport and,
most importantly,
➲➲ have fun during the learning process.
See you in goal again soon!

Congratulations to the Italian organisation for an
well-organised competition, and thanks to Vicki for
being the Australian team leader.
Official results are at [www.cucco2011.org/].

Download in goal
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Sigillo
Worlds

by Steve Blenkinsop

S

It was a tribute to all the pilots’ skill we all got on the
ground safely.
Arriving in Europe, I was fortunate to have Swiss
Nic helping me out, as the South American volcanic ash
cloud led to my glider arriving late in Switzerland. Nic put
me on a Wills Wing at beautiful Interlaken for the first
couple of days during the Swiss Open at Fiesch.
Last time I flew in Fiesch was during the ’89 Worlds.
We had some rough days then and discovered it can be
just as rough now. I enjoy flying the big mountains though,
with incredible views of famous peaks and glaciers.
Trent, Nic and I had a sweet flight at Bassano on
the way down to Monte Cucco. A great clubhouse,
food and hospitality. Ironically, I also had a great flight
to Castellucio valley with British team member Grant
Crossingham on the day of the Worlds presentation. This
place is so unexpected in the middle of Italy. If the Moon
had grass, it would look something like this – made for
hang gliding. I finished my trip flying some more new
sites, including Millau in the south of France that I’d be
keen to get back to.
Some of the down time was used for setting up a
Competition Pilots Association. Join up on Facebook if
you are interested. Vicki Cain also made progress on a
Manufacturers Association. Both will lead to benefits
for all pilots.

Jonny’s Blog
by Jonny Durand

Worlds Task 1
Opening ceremony, Steve carries the flag for the team

It is always sad to say ‘goodbye’ at the end of a comp,
but a good time to start looking forward to the next. The
Aussie team has bonded well and are all prepared for the
challenge of making the team for the Forbes Worlds.

Pics and vid at [http://stevebsoaring.blogspot.com/].

ure it was disappointing to go to so much time and
expense and be really well prepared for the Worlds
only to get two valid days. Lucky that competing
is not the only reason pilots go to a Worlds. It is the
biggest gathering of pilots that exists and a great time
for catching up with old friends, making new friends,
flying new terrain and exploring new ideas.
My preparation had started with flying the PreWorlds, and included moving on to a Litespeed RS 3.5
(awesome), learning to fly faster, flying a warm up
comp and getting physically fit and mentally tough by
riding 40km to work and back every day come rain hail
or sweltering heat. I ended up top 20, which was below
my goal, but it would have been easy to get buried with
150 capable pilots in the air. I did enjoy the two tasks
we had. There is something special about making goal
on a difficult day and having Bill Moyes help pack up
your glider. The mass finish during the second task is
now part of hang gliding legend. I was in the middle
of the five minutes that saw 60 pilots cross the line.

With another windy forecast they decided to send us to
Asissi where the wind would be less. After quite a drive,
and many of us getting lost en-route, we arrived on a
gorgeous take-off.
The wind wasn’t so strong and the launch was huge
with plenty of room to set up the 150 gliders. We set a
task which would keep us in the valley with big landing
spaces as the wind was forecast to get stronger as the
day went on.
Trying to get off launch was quite a mess, but
eventually all pilots launched safely and were ready for
the challenging 121km task. I was not in a great position
at the first start gate, so I decided to wait for the second
start 20 minutes later. About 100 pilots took the first
start so there were plenty of markers in front.
After a great start with Carl, Balazs and quite a few
others, I had a fast run to the turnpoint and was only
eight kilometres behind the lead gaggle.
After the first turnpoint we had to fly back down
the ridge to launch. When I arrived the lead gaggle was
just leaving on the way to the third turnpoint. This was
the hardest part of the task as we had to leave the ridge
and fly into the valley, into the strong wind with lots of
shade on the ground.

Impressions
The start!

Photos: Courtesy Vicki Cain

Impressions

Jonny launches

Photos: Courtesy Vicki Cain

I had almost caught the front guys and was only a
few kilometres behind but lower. Manfred came in above
me and all of a sudden I thought, ‘Wow life is good! I have
20 minutes on him and everyone else around me.’
Eight kilometres on I arrived at the third turnpoint
somewhat low, then turned tailwind for the hills to get
back up. I hit a low save about 800ft off the ground with
a few others. Those following us even lower all landed,
so we just drifted in the wind to stay in the air.
I spotted Manfred, he had managed to glide more
to our right, very low, and hit a strong climb, but
I was unable to reach him from as low as I was. I drifted
on and saw many pilots
landing behind me. It turned
out that 60 pilots landed
just after the third turnpoint
– a challenging part of
the course.

I spent the next hour battling the 35km/h-plus
cross-headwind, low, trying to reach the last turnpoint
10km away. I struggled, but eventually made it from
ridge to ridge fighting the wind. I soared up to get
the last turnpoint on top of the ridge and climbed high
enough to make final glide.
I finished just behind Blenky and placed 16th for the
day – the only one to make goal from the second start
gate. Primoz won the day about five minutes ahead of
Alex, with Gerd from Germany in third. Twenty-two made
goal with many top pilots already landing out, taking
them out of the comp.

by Len Paton

Organisation } Excellent!
Although there were a lot of staff I had no sense that work was being artificially created
to utilise them.

by Trent Brown

Team strategic meeting on launch

Scenery
} Stunning!
Italian food
} Amazing!
Comp organisation
} Excellent!
Aussie team support crew } Unbelievable!
Weather
} Not so much…
hough memorable, my first World championship
proved to be somewhat of an anti-climax. I return
home with a new-found appreciation for the
Steve, Bill and Trent enjoy a beer at goal
prestige and ceremony associated with a CAT1 comp. Unfortunately though, Hughey hadn’t read the brief.
It seems the entire hang gliding world is eagerly anticipating the road show returning downunder in 2013.
Let’s hope they leave satisfied, if not a little exhausted, but all with a common thought: “How good is Forbes?”

T
Opening Ceremony Parade: Bill Moyes with Team USA
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The organiser were a little too sensitive to pilots’ wishes and whims – you can’t
please everyone all the time.
The area has a record of good flying and it’s a shame the weather did not cooperate.
This comp reinforced my opinion that we have to find another way to discourage
gaggle flying which rewards pilots who simply react quickly to the intuitive (or
lucky) decisions of better pilots around them. We continue to lose great pilots to the
competition scene because they lose out to safer pilots who play the percentage and
have focused on skills to ‘hang on’ to the top pilots.
Fortunately, the lead bonus scoring system used at Mt Cucco goes some way
towards discouraging these strategies.
SKYSAILOR
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Camo launches

Flocky’s not rushing to set up on the last day,
just as it is cancelled

I did not have the best day, but I made goal and only
lost 150 points to the winner so I am still in the game.

Worlds Task 2

Finally we get another task! With the chance of storms,
we set a short 115km course with four turnpoints. It
was pretty clear that you needed to take the first start
in case the task was stopped due to clouds building up
around us. The 150 pilots were all launched in less than
one hour and it seemed that at least 130 pilots made
the first start gate.

Task 2
6
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I had a great start, nearly at the top of the group
with Alex and Christian leading out just above me. We
had a fast run to the first turnpoint which was only
17km from our start. I pushed hard coming back along
the ridge to the second turnpoint, trying to chase
down the Icaro boys. I was flying with Franz and Robert
Resinger and we were leading the big gaggle down the
ridge with Alex and Christian just in front and higher.
We got to the second turnpoint and I found a
good strong thermal which had me nearly catch back
up to Alex, who seemed to have forgotten about the
turnpoint. He had to go back to get it before heading
back to launch where we climbed up below Christian.
I followed the guys out into the valley under a
cloud street toward the third turnpoint. We had lots
of shade in front and it was clear we needed to get
as high as possible before making the glide out to
the turnpoint in the shade. I came in below Alex and
Christian, about six kilometres from the turnpoint
under the last cloud. Christian was just leaving at
cloudbase when I arrived below and Alex started to follow, but stopped
and kept turning.
He stayed in light
lift and watched
Christian glide off
as he whited out
in the cloud. If only
my camera had not
run out of battery
I would have been
able to film it, but
I guess it was not
meant to be.
I left just below
cloudbase and
headed out into the
valley behind them.

I was about two kilometres from the turnpoint when
Alex came back past me still higher, with Christian lower
in front of him. I knew that this was going to make a
huge difference as they were able to get back into the
main valley below the gaggle who were climbing. I did
the turnpoint just in front of Manfred and Franz and we
were forced to stay on the Gubbio ridge in the shade. We
hit a light thermal and circled as we watched Alex and
Christian climb out behind us.
We spent the next 20 or 30 minutes low, waiting
for the sun to come out so we could climb back up.
Unfortunately for us the sun started back near the
turnpoint, so the whole gaggle of about 70 gliders
behind us managed to get high and glide in above us
before the last turnpoint. I did a long glide to goal from
about 10km before the last turnpoint on a 21:1 glide. I
was about 40th around the last turnpoint and decided to
go straight line to try and beat some of these guys who
had overtaken me. I managed to overtake quite a few on
final glide and finished about one minute 30 seconds
behind third place, Manfred.
Alex crossed the line first, one second in front of
Christian and about seven minutes faster than Manfred.
Christian won the day with the leading bonus and
95 pilots made goal. Sixty pilots finished within five
minutes of each other, so the landing field was in
complete chaos, but everyone survived.
We were lucky to get the task in as there was
some big over-development around the outside of our
courseline. It was a very interesting day and I have never
seen such a finish in a hang gliding comp before.

Impressions
by Dave May

T

he Hang Gliding World Championships 2011 in Monte Cucco, Italy, was for the
most part a fantastic experience.
Beforehand I was excited to go for two reasons:
Firstly, to gain experience at the highest possible level of competition flying, to
fly with and learn from the best pilots in the world. I don't think it would come as a
surprise when I say that I was really disappointed at the amount of flying I got, but
the flying I did have was priceless. Huge gaggles, unique and breathtaking scenery
and racing with so many top pilots made it unforgettable.
The second reason I was excited to go to the Worlds was because I knew how
much fun it was going to be to hang out with all the pilots from around the world
– and thanks to my Aussie team mates and the Moyes team, it was one hell of a
fun time!
So am I a little disappointed? Yes, but I have absolutely no regrets.
Bring on Forbes 2013!
Left: The day was cancelled, but the boys flew to the
house and it’s Dave’s birthday
The Aussie team (left to right): Back – Jonny Durand aka
Jonny, Rod Flockhart aka Flocky, Trent Brown aka Brown
Tent, Dave May aka The most beautiful man in the world,
Steve Blenkinsop aka Blenky. Front – Neil Petersen,
Cameron Tunbridge aka Camo, Len Paton aka Lenny
Photos: Courtesy Vicki Cain

My Time at the
18th FAI Worlds
by Neil Petersen

I
Free dinner at a nearby castle

Under Vicky’s ‘Moyes Hat’: Entertaining with pilots from Israel, UK, Norway, USA and Germany
October | November 2011

Pilot briefing on launch

originally signed up as the Team Leader and reserve
pilot for the Australian team.
As fortune would have it, an extra pilot allowance
for the top-rated FAI National teams became available
and with Australia’s fourth ranking, I was able to fly as
a competing pilot!
My thanks go to Vicki Cain who took up the Australian
team leader position. This task requires a lot of time and
effort and it allowed me to concentrate on my flying.
The opening ceremony was quite epic, with a street
parade of all the National teams finishing in the town
square with a full-on flag throwing show and fireworks.
The people of the local town of Sigillo were all joining in
the festivity – a big night out. We will have a lot to live
up to with the next World Hang Gliding Championships to
be held in Forbes, NSW.
The weather turned against the competition, so
we only got two task-able days in. Yeah, it would have
been good to have more flying days, but unfortunately
we cannot control the weather. Even so it was a great
experience to fly with the world’s best pilots at two
great flying sites, Monte Subasio and Monte Cucco. I also
got to meet and talk to many of the international pilots
competing there, getting a lot of useful tips and having a
good time. I am sure this experience has been a big help

October | November 2011

to improve my own hang
gliding skills.
Monte Cucco is a sensational site just behind
Sigillo, with two large,
smooth take-off areas,
perfect for setting up and

launching 150 hang gliders.
The Monte Cucco ridge is also one of the best thermal
triggers in the surrounding area, so getting 150 pilots
up and ready for the start gate was not a problem. The
wind on launch is usually very consistent and makes
for an easy, safe take-off. The take-off area is very
large, with plenty of set-up room for gliders and several
launching lines. Top landing is also possible – unreal!
One thing I loved about Monte Cucco launch was the
fantastic atmosphere, spectators bring their chairs,
take their dog for a walk and even sunbake… The entire
ridge has no fences, so wild horses sometimes come
onto the launch area to check out what’s going on and to
keep the grass down. Cows are there too, but they tend
to keep their distance or sleep beside the road.
On the days we didn't fly, it was easy to find
something entertaining to do, like our team (well, half
the team) trip to the Foligno cycle shop, many thanks to
our WRC driver Flocky – a day to remember!
I was fortunate to be able to stay at Sigillo for
another week and got to fly the site again when the rain
and strong wind had passed. All in all, for myself it was
very worthwhile trip with the Aussie team to Italy and
competing in the Worlds. One of the experiences which
makes hang gliding such a great sport.

The Australian Hang
Gliding Team gives special
thanks for donations by:
➲➲ Blue Mountains Hang Gliding Club
➲➲ Stanwell Park Hang Gliding
and Paragliding Club

$500
$500

These donations assisted the team greatly, such
as providing team uniforms for the event. These
certainly made the Aussie team easy to find in the
crowd – greatly appreciated by all our pilots and crew!

SKYSAILOR
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An Unexpected

Twist
by Daniele Mariani

It was a nice warm sunny day – one of those days
when the air is quiet, the sky is relatively blue, and
no clouds around to tell you something about the
conditions above. Just an average flying afternoon
which did not look really promising.
Flight course

P

aragliders, hang gliders, flying people in general
develop a good portion of patience – sometimes
also known as hope, hope for better conditions…
Yet there is always a point when the pilot realises it is
not going to get better and decides to take off (or not).
According to my alti/vario data I took off at around
3:15pm. I remember a relaxing flight, watching a few
other pilots going east and gaining some altitude, but
nothing outstanding. I also decided to go eastward.
I remember enjoying the presence of a couple of
magnificent wedge-tailed eagles sharing a thermal with
me for a couple of minutes, making me feel so clumsy
and slow.
I headed towards Yarck. In my mind the plan was
to go east-northeast and do some distance if at all
possible. The air was quite calm – not one collapse, not a
sign of turbulence – so quiet, that my hope of travelling
distance was fading. I still enjoyed my flight and the
magnificent panorama that this region of Victoria offers,
the yellows and browns, the smell of the country carried
up into the air by invisible forces…
At one point I gained a reasonable amount of height
above a pine plantation, a kind of pyramid shaped hill, if
I remember correctly. The sky was blue, not a cloud to

tell me whether or not ‘up there’ the wind direction was
different from what I could feel at my altitude.
I went further east, convinced that somewhere
further I would find another thermal and continue my
trip. As sometimes happens, my decision to continue
was not the right one at that moment. I lost height but
kept positive, as if my positive thinking could increase
the speed of my glider and hold me up longer. Nothing
happened. After nearly one and half hours of flying I
wasn’t ready to land, the afternoon was still long. I
finally found a thermal that allowed me to get up again
and decided to track back towards the pyramidical pine
hill and back towards Yea. That was a good decision.
I remember climbing constantly at 1.5 to 2.5m/sec.
I got back over the top of that hill at about 1150m
asl. I continued to climb calmly, gently, enjoying the
panorama, relaxing, sometimes reaching 3m/s plus.
Everything seemed fine, until suddenly it wasn’t. I
looked up and saw my wing completely collapsed on the
front, with only the last three or four cells of the left
side still open.
I fly a really stable and safe paraglider, a Paradelta
Bamboo (designed and made in Italy by one of the
first paragliders manufacturers since this sport exists).
Paradelta is a small company that decided to keep its
development and production in Italy, to ensure the
highest quality standards on production. It is not really

Date:
6 December 2009
Site: 	Mt Broughton (Thistle Hill), Victoria
Manufacturer:
Paradelta
Model:
Bamboo 26
8
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known outside Italy except in a few European and some
countries in South America.
I remained confident since collapses had happened
to me many times before and in worse turbulence
conditions. I’ve had major collapses in 6m/sec climbs,
and typically, the glider would have turned slightly, kept
flying and then re-opened, with no worries at all! But
on this occasion,it was different. Two or three seconds
after the initial collapse, my glider was completely
twisted, at least three spins around the risers. I
remember accelerating, starting a sort of spiral which
felt like a loop, then I was moving really fast, as well
as going really fast towards the ground! At this point
became really hard to establish where I was in relation to
the ground and I was worried about falling into the wing.
In a twist configuration the brakes become
completely useless, I therefore instinctively grabbed the
‘A’ risers and tried to open them. After several seconds,
I started thinking about deploying my reserve. I felt like
I was free falling as the wing came closer towards me.
I was falling into it. I clearly remember my right hand
on the reserve chute handle and my left arm ready to
push away the glider which I was about to fall into and
shouting: “No!” The glider passed me about half a metre
to my left hand side, the wing re-opened above me and
started flying again, one, two, three, untwist… I was
flying again and untwisted! I was only about 150m
above the ground.

As it turned out, it was probably good that I waited a few seconds more before
releasing the reserve chute, because I might not have a had a clear shot – and maybe
I have just been lucky.
I kept flying for another 20 minutes or more, caught a thermal and was back up
again while working the adrenaline off. When I looked up I could see the lines were
clearly damaged and therefore decided to call it a day and landed in Yarck. After I
packed up, I walked to the ‘Tea Rooms of Yarck’ for a pizza and a beer. This was a
really nice and welcome Italian restaurant. Afterwards I hitched a lift back to Yea,
where the rest of the crew was enjoying their usual after-flight cold beer.
After talking over the phone with A. Boschi (the owner of Paradelta) and
showing him the pictures of the damaged lines, he confirmed that the lines were
fine and I could keep flying. The following March I took my glider back for repairs
and replaced all the lines, just in case. The amazing and positive discovery was
that all the lines although suffering stress and ‘abrasive’ twist movement, were
still perfect. Despite the visible damage of the external protective plastic, ‘Dupont
Hitrel’, the inside Kevlar kept its characteristics, length and strength.
Sometimes there are no visible elements to determine strong winds or currents
at certain altitudes, even on a day that seems extremely calm. The wind can
suddenly change its direction and strength and that is probably what happened to
me. I hit a really powerful wind gust; I was in a rotor high above the hill and could
not predict it. I remember looking at the weather reports a few days later to try to
better understand what happened that afternoon. That day, the wind was blowing
south to south-east when I took off, but by the time the above event happened,
most of the wind stations in the area were showing west to north-west, which
means that although I was climbing a thermal that seemed to be gently pushed by
southerly winds, up above at a higher altitude there was a really strong gusty wind
blowing from the opposite direction.
Here’s an extract of the twist time frame from the GPS tracker (if correct):
➲➲ from 1152m asl to 907m asl (245m) in about 68 seconds reaching about
9m/sec at some stages.
Keep flying and always be safe, relax of course, but always remember the
invisible forces… and always remember your reserve parachute: “In case I do need it,
is it ready? When was it last repacked?”

Damaged line casings (not as easily visible
from the pictures)
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A F ligh t T o Th e

Borderland

by The Flying Nosepick

Like all desperate tales, its beginning was innocent.
I woke in the campground at Porepunkah in Victoria
for a day’s hang gliding at nearby Mt Buffalo with my
two mates Skiddy (don’t ask how he got his nickname)
and Benny the Ball. A vigorous cold front had passed
during the night and the top of the mountain was
dusted with fresh snow – unusual for October. The
view was spectacular: a windless, crystal clear blue
sky, a dark green eucalyptus forest, steep granite cliffs
warming in the morning sun and a backdrop of a pure
white, snow-covered summit to the west…

W

e knew the day would be flyable and there
was no reason to hurry, so we lingered over
breakfast and took our time before heading
up the mountain.
The flying conditions at Buffalo are best when
the wind is light, allowing the morning sun to cook
up powerful thermals over the exposed rocks on the
mountain’s east face. However, by the time we reached
launch, the weather had changed. Clouds had formed
and the wind had picked up to a gusty 20 miles per hour.
If it picked up much more it would be blown out and
unflyable. Still, for the time being the conditions were
still reasonable and we began to set up our gliders.
Although the conditions weren't great, they weren’t
dangerous. The wind wasn’t strong enough to prevent
us reaching the landing area, and the clouds were safely
above and behind launch. My only concern was the launch
itself. It’s a cliff with no margin for error. The strong
wind intimidated me and I elected to launch second – the
timid pilot's position – so I could watch Skiddy get off,
but still get some wire assistance from Ben.
My launch was easy. I kept the nose down, balanced
the wing, yelled ‘clear’, ran and flew safely away from
the cliff. The earth fell as I rose towards the clouds. Up
I went, circling around, and the earthly things below
began to look like a child’s playground: little roads
with toy cars crawling along them, miniature matchbox
houses huddled together by the willow-lined river in
the valley. Beneath me was a ridiculous, childish, unreal
world, but up here in the clear air there was life, colour
and joy.
Lift was everywhere. There were a few scattered
clouds, posing no problem, and I climbed to 2000ft
above launch, where I spent the next hour circling in
the cool air. The sky and the mountain shone with a
beauty that defied description. Some moments are so
glorious, so overwhelming, they seize you by the senses
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and drag your spirit out of the prison of your skull,
straight out into the world. Language can’t capture
such beauty. I struggle for words, but all that come are,
"I saw a mountain," or "the sky was very blue." For that
timeless hour, I wasn’t a man flying a hang glider above
a mountain through the sky. I was the glider. I was the
mountain. I was the sky.
I watched great dark cloud-shadows sweep across
the dense forest below. I glimpsed a verdant green valley
behind brilliant swathes of white. At one stage I flew
within a wingspan of a cloud and watched my shadow
surrounded by a rainbow. It was like a shimmering halo
that formed in the mists beside me.
The first sign that something was wrong came when
Ben headed out to land. He left the mountain and flew
fast towards the landing area. I watched him go with
curiosity. Why was he leaving so soon? It was early
and surely we could fly for several more hours? Skiddy
agreed with me. He headed towards Mt McLeod and
vanished from sight.
I decided to follow Ben. Perhaps he knew something I
didn't. Still, I wasn’t in a hurry to follow his lead. He chose
to sacrifice altitude for speed. Given the conditions,
this seemed unwise. If I sacrificed too much altitude
I'd be below the lift band, down in the valley, trying to
reach the landing area in a venturi. Instead I flew slower
and stayed high, but still made progress towards the
landing zone.
By now the clouds were a bit closer together and
cloudbase was gradually dropping. I had a few tense
moments, but it wasn't hard to avoid getting whited out.
Then, as I watched, a wall of cloud formed to the east
between the landing area and me.
At first I didn’t grasp the implications. The
approaching cloudbank was unbroken, its base was well
below me and it reached thousands of feet above my
head and stretched for miles to either side. Its leading

edge was still more than a mile away, but approaching at
20mph. It would reach me in about three minutes.
As those three fateful minutes ticked by, I realised
I had two choices. One was to roll into a steep bank,
spiral down and stick the glider into a tree while I was
still able to see. The other was to keep flying straight
and level, and hope I could make it through to the other
side of the cloud.

I made the wrong choice.
In my defence, the decision to deliberately crash into
the top of a tall eucalypt forest was a terribly difficult
one. Even now, with the benefit of hindsight, I’m not sure
I would be capable of choosing that option. But I should
have. An attempted tree landing might have failed. I
might’ve been badly injured. I might even have died, but I
would have exercised some control over my destiny and
still be able to call myself a pilot. Instead, I elected to fly
through the cloud.
Visibility vanished in a heartbeat and the familiar
world of colour disappeared. The mountain, the green
valley and even the sun were nowhere to be seen. I was
marooned in a sea of pure white, yet wasn’t immediately
concerned. Surely the cloud wasn’t very thick? Surely I’d
be able to see the sun again in a few seconds?

Many seconds passed…
Worry gnawed at me, but I was still able to deny
the gravity of my situation. As the seconds turned into
minutes, I felt the stirring of real fear. Something was
terribly wrong. Either the cloud was thicker than I’d
hoped, or I’d been turned around. Since I couldn’t see
the horizon, I couldn’t tell whether I was flying straight
or turning. At first I thought I was in a gradual left turn,
and I overcorrected for it. Then it felt like I was flying
too fast, so I pushed out on the control bar and almost
stalled the glider. As my vertigo mounted, my airmanship
went walk-about and I realised that I was probably on a
collision course with the mountain. Worse still, I could
have a mid-air collision with Skiddy. Perhaps I wasn’t
going to see the sun in a few minutes? In fact, I might
never see the sun again!
I had an A-grade emergency on my hands. Just then,
I caught a fleeting glimpse of the ground and hope lit up
like a Roman candle. But the bottom of the cloud I was
trapped in was ragged, and I’d seen the ground through
an inverse crack in it. Suddenly the ground was gone
again. This cloud was just teasing me, like a cat pawing
at a tormented mouse.
I reviewed my options, none seemed feasible. I could
fly in a straight line, which was futile since I couldn’t see
the ground. I could turn and fly out of the cloud – even
more futile. I could throw my parachute, but that wasn’t
a good idea either. If I pulled my parachute, I’d go into
100ft high mountain ash trees at the velocity of my
sink rate under the parachute’s canopy plus the wind
speed – that is, about 30mph. One of two things would
then happen: either the trees would break my fall or
they wouldn’t. If they did, I’d be trapped in the treetops,
unable to move. In this terrain, in this kind of weather,
I’d never be found and could die of exposure. If I crashed
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through the trees, the fall to the forest floor would
probably kill me.
All I could do was keep flying, keep looking ahead,
and hope I spotted the terrain in time to react. When
the cloud turned from white to murky grey, I tried to
persuade myself I was dreaming. It was the only way I
could escape my predicament. I was in big trouble, I was
helpless, and was probably going to die. But if I were just
dreaming, then everything would be okay…
I wasn’t dreaming. At this point I resigned myself to
death. I was no longer a pilot in any meaningful sense of
the word. Lacking any sense of direction, I was merely
a helpless passenger strapped to a glider headed for
disaster. My last sight would probably be a sheer cliff
rushing up to kill me.
In such moments of facing your mortality, some may
beseech God that if He or She will get you out of this
mess, you will seek redemption in the nearest church,
mosque, or synagogue. Such a thought never crossed my
mind. I did consider it in an abstract sort of way: "How
interesting. I'm about to die. I suppose I could pray to the
Goddess of Mercy, in the hope that She might rescue me,
or alternatively I could promise my soul to Huey, the GodWho-Makes-Waves…", but I knew this was a pointless
waste of time. With only a few minutes left to live, why
waste them by genuflecting? I had better things to do.
I realised three things. First, my life had been
miserable for too many years. Why had I endured such
nonsense when life was so short? Second, there was
money left in my bank account that I wasn’t going to
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be able to spend! Third, I hadn’t told my friends I loved
them. This seemed like a terrible omission. If I got out
of this mess, I would visit everyone I cared for and let
them know how important they were to me. I promised
myself that if I lived through this day, things were going
to change.
Just then, the mists parted for an instant and I
saw tall trees rushing towards me. I knew, as the cloud
closed in again, that this was the end. In the next few
seconds, something hard was going to reach up and claw
me from the sky.
Suddenly, the cloud was gone! One moment I was
surrounded by grey, the next I could see. The change
was so sudden and shocking that it took me a moment
to comprehend what had happened. When I did, I realised
my situation had improved only marginally. I’d popped
out of the bottom of the cloud at the back of a steep
valley, full of tall timber.
Instinctively I sped up and flew down the valley.
There was a bend ahead and I thought around it I’d be in
sight of the landing area. I was flying through wickedly
turbulent rotor, sinking like a stone and I didn’t have
much altitude to begin with. It soon became obvious that
my glide path would fall well short of my intended goal.
At last, too late to do me any real good, I had an
attack of common sense. ‘Nosepick’, I thought, ‘you’ve
made bad decisions this entire flight. It’s time to make
a good one. You’re going down anyway, so pick a landing
spot and deck this glider, while you still have some
control over the situation!’

I was so souped up with adrenaline that my knees
were banging together like a pair of castanets. There
was no good place to land, but I picked the best I could,
flew to where the forest looked thinnest near a small
settlement, and set up a landing approach.
It was obviously not going to be a ‘proper’ landing.
Deep breath, pull in, rotate from prone to vertical, white
knuckles strangling the downtubes. Turn base, turn
final, keep up speed, anticipate turbulence off the trees,
and keep aiming for that spot which is not a landing spot
but a slope covered with trees – this is a crash landing!
The trees rushed up to meet me. I pushed out to slow
down, let go of the control frame and curled up into a
ball. There was a moment of indescribable violence, then
I found myself hanging in my harness a few feet above
the ground. The world was a blur. I was stunned, the
breath had been knocked out of me and there was an
ominous pain in my chest.

“I'm alive!” I croaked.
I commenced to disconnect from the glider. This
wasn’t easy with my feet off the ground. I hauled myself
up the control frame and somehow managed to unhook.
I then dropped to the ground and wriggled out of my
harness. The next thing I did was to take my logbook out
and make an entry – for the life of me I can’t imagine why
I did this. Perhaps I wished to impose some measure of
normality on a situation that was anything but normal?
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This logbook entry
now sits before me:
My glider was tangled in a thicket of young saplings
with its nose and right wing low. A boulder the size of a
VW Beetle lay underneath the suspended glider. There
were scrape marks in the moss covering the boulder
that matched marks on my chest-mounted parachute
container. That explained the pain in my chest. I’d
bounced off the boulder and bruised my rib cage. If I'd
been wearing a side-mounted parachute, or had hit a
few inches to the right, left, up, or down, I might well
have been incapacitated.
I was trapped in the middle of what looked like
impassable terrain. No one knew where I was, or that
I was missing yet. Even if they organised a search, the
ceiling was too low to allow one from the air. There was
no way they could find me from the ground. I had no
food, no water (my plastic drinking bottle had cracked
open on impact), no radio and no way to start a fire. If I
was to be rescued, I’d have to rescue myself.
Since I’d nothing better to do, I dismantled my glider.
My rationale was I didn’t want to mislead potential
searchers. I’d try to get out with the glider, but would
abandon it if I couldn't and if I couldn't make progress,
I’d spread it out to be visible from the air. Also, I couldn't
bear to leave my glider behind. This seems ridiculous.
The scrub was so thick I had to tie it out of the way
with my sail ties. Then I had to partially disassemble the
glider to get it out of the trees, before breaking it down.
I headed for the settlement I’d spotted from the
air. It was downhill – the only direction progress was
possible in. Fortunately I had my glider as the only way
to move forward was to use it as a bridge. I would push
it ahead of me, crawl along it, roll off into the scrub and
then push it ahead again. At no time during this process
did my feet touch the soil. At one point, I abandoned the
glider and tried to continue without it. It was like wading
through barbed wire rather than walking. When I gave
up and turned around, it took all my strength to get back
to the glider, even though it was only a few feet from my
outstretched fingers.
I wasn't exactly scared. My feelings were a strange
mixture of anger and frustration. I was in serious
trouble, but was too angry about being stuck in the
damned undergrowth to feel frightened. After an hour,
during which I managed to worm my way forward about
200 yards, I encountered a glass jug. It wasn’t very
reassuring. True, the jug was a sign of civilisation, but its
implications were ambiguous. Glass is a durable material
and the design of glass jugs hasn’t changed much over
the last few centuries. The jug could have been there
since Henry Lawson’s time. Then I encountered some
beer cans, they were aluminium. They couldn’t be more
than a couple of decades old. Encouraged, I pressed on
and finally stumbled onto a 4WD track.
I lay panting on the track for several minutes, then
slowly got to my feet, abandoned my gear and limped
downhill. The track ended in a small clearing, in the
middle of which was a weathered picnic table. This was
the ‘settlement’ I’d seen from the air.
After a moment’s consideration, I went back to my
gear and dragged it to the table. I couldn’t carry the
glider any further, and this was as good a place as any
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Date Flight No Glider
Site
Air type Airtime Max altitude XC miles Comments
3/10/ 1624
Airwave Mount Cloud
1:20
6200ft msl ???
Elevator launch, cloud
1989		
Magic III Buffalo suck				under me. Whited out,
trapped in valley. Crashed,
almost died. Now lost
in tiger country.
to leave it. I’d take my harness in its backpack since it
contained equipment that might be useful, but left the
glider with a note to inform any potential rescuers. This
note, written on the back of an old ATM receipt, also still
remains with me:
“It is 14:45 on 3/10/89. I crashed about 200 yards
uphill from here. I'm okay. I'm leaving the glider here
and I’ll try to hike out along the track. Yours faithfully,
The Flying Nosepick.”
I had no idea where I was, but wasn’t entirely
without resources. I had no compass, but I had an
altimeter to help with navigation, a pen and my logbook
to make a map, warm clothes, a small tool kit and a knife.
The existence of the track implied a destination. Surely I
was no more than an hour or two from civilisation?

I reached a fork in the track.
I marked it on my map along with its altitude, then
scratched an arrow on the ground and left a pile of rocks
as a marker. I turned downhill (a much recommended
direction) and continued until I reached a dead end
containing a rusty garbage can with an old newspaper
inside. I was too worried to examine the headline,
it might say “Japanese Attack Pearl Harbour – War
Declared!” or “Kerr Sacks Whitlam!”, but it was another
sign of civilisation. I trudged back up the hill to try the
other fork.
Within the next couple of hours I found two more
forks in the track. I marked each one on the ground and
on my map, recording the altitude and direction of the
slope. Three forks and five tracks in all, each one of them
led to a dead end.
I was mystified. These 4WD tracks didn’t appear
to go anywhere. Still puzzling my dilemma, I heard the
sound of a helicopter. What was it doing aloft in this
weather? Was it looking for me? Unlikely, I’d only been
missing for three hours, not long enough to organise
a search. Later I found out it was carrying Skiddy to
Albury Hospital.
I listened to the sound of rotor blades fading into the
distance and returned to my map. Perhaps it contained
a clue? Four of the five dead ends I’d explored contained
an artefact – a picnic table, a garbage can, an abandoned
polystyrene esky and a pile of discarded rusty beer
cans littering a fireplace. The fifth was empty. Why? It
was worth another look. I slogged back up the track to
examine it more closely. What I’d thought to be the end
of the track was actually a logjam of blackened trees,
most likely hit by lightning and fallen during a previous
storm. I scrambled over them and 15 minutes later
arrived at a forestry service road.
I had a choice to make – right or left – but this was a
well-travelled and maintained dirt road. I was sure it led
somewhere and turned left, downhill.

The possible consequences of my accident kept
intruding on my determination to keep marching. I’d
abandoned my glider, bruised my kneecap and possible
cracked a rib and I was covered in scratches. My accident
wouldn’t help relationships with local landowners, it
might even jeopardise continued use of the site. If so,
the local hang gliding community wouldn’t be pleased. I
was cold, damp and miserable as I limped downhill.
Then I had a weird insight: “Nosepick,” I thought,
“this is an adventure! People pay money to read
or watch movies about adventures like these, and
here you are having one. You'd better enjoy it!” The
thought lifted my spirits. It took me at least an hour to
hike down that road. As I surveyed the surroundings, I
realised I'd set down in the only place possible to reach
a track. Anywhere else and I'd still be bashing through
the bush. More disturbing was the fact that none of my
surroundings looked familiar. This wasn’t the valley I
thought it was. I’d obviously flown further in the cloud
than I had first reckoned. After reconstructing my flight,
weeks later, I determined I had been in cloud for at least
10 minutes and had flown seven miles, crossed three
ridges and lost 4,500ft of altitude.
As dusk descended, the forestry road flattened out
to meet bitumen. I turned north and hobbled on. Then I
rounded a corner and received my final shock: far in the
distance, I recognised the hills near the campground – at
least five miles away! I thought I was flying east in the
cloud, when, in fact, I was blown several miles south.
I concentrated on getting back to the campsite. It
was too far to walk in my deteriorating state, so I’d
have to try and hitch a ride. The odds that a bedraggled
hang glider pilot with long unkempt hair, a filthy face
and shredded clothes might hitch a ride late in the day
are poor. Thirteen cars (I counted) passed without
slowing, and I imagined the same conversation in each
one: “Oh look, Harold! There's a man by the side of the
road waving for help!” “I don't know, Raelene! He looks
like the dole-bludging, hippie drug-addict with deviant
sexual practices that our pastor warned us about! I'll bet
he even votes Labor! We'd better not stop!”
Eventually, I reached a parking bay containing three
cars. I knew I’d have to choose my prospects carefully.
The two beautiful women in the brand new red coupe
weren’t a good bet. That sort of thing only works in the
movies. In the real world, they’d most probably flee at
the approach of an injured male stranger. The retired
couple in the mobile home were definitely off limits.
That left two burly, tattooed ex-bikies dressed in blue
singlets and sitting in a white Holden ute with South
Australian licence plates. They had little reason to fear
a lone stranger. I considered my words carefully as I
approached them: “Excuse me,” I said, “I'm a hang glider
pilot and I crashed in the bush south of here. Could you
possibly give me a ride a few miles north to my camp?”
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They weren’t totally sure whether to believe me,
but my two nameless rescuers were willing to give me a
ride. We arrived at the Porepunkah campground to find
an ambulance in the carpark. “Let me off here, thanks,” I
said, “I reckon it’s waiting for me.” My rescuers obliged,
with what I suspect were sighs of relief, and sped off.
The ambulance had come for Skiddy, who’d
encountered the same cloudbank and crashed into the
trees near the landing area. He was badly concussed and
was airlifted out for observation and treatment. The
ambulance crew decided to wait around since they knew
from Benny that I was missing and possibly injured.
Benny and I collected Skid’s gear. Then Ben drove
me into Bright to seek medical attention myself. My
adventure was finally over.

I even managed to recover my glider. I had, after all, a
great map, complete with a list of the altitudes of every
major fork in the track. Although I lost my glider’s nose
cone back at the crash site, it’s certain to still be there.
If anyone needs a spare blue nose cone for an Airwave
Magic III, I know where you can find one.

Author’s note: I acknowledge that the original impulse
to write this particular story was a ‘lost-in-cloud’
piece penned by a gifted, underground Californian
pilot/writer called Paul Gazis which I read on the
internet back in the early ’90s when using the net
required knowledge of a whole heap of impossible-to-

remember DOS commands. I hate plagiarism and hope
Paul understands I’ve gone to great length to make
my words relevant for my country and reflect my own
experience. I sincerely hope he will not feel put out
because there are similarities between our two stories.
Paul Cleland has been flying since 1974 (14 October 14
actually – who could forget such a monumentally lifechanging day!). He is a remote area pilot and reckons
he must be Australian Champion in the not-to-berecommended ‘Airtime-Accumulated-Entirely-On-MyOwn-In-Remote-Wild-Australia-With-Absolutely-ZeroCompanions-To-Share-It-With’ contest.

Still, in a very real sense,
my adventure isn’t over.
The Gods had picked me up, decided I was too small
and thrown me back into the world. I’d peaked behind
the veil, confronted death and returned to tell the
story. One can’t help having life’s priorities rearranged
by such an experience. I felt, and I hope I will always
feel, privileged.
Over the next few weeks things were done
differently, I spent money I'd been saving for the future
on things I wanted now – a practice I've tried to continue,
and finally, I told my friends I loved them.
After the accident, I found it easier to face crises at
work and in my life. “This isn’t a life-or-death situation,”
I now tell myself, “It isn’t even close, because I know
what a real one is like!”
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I find similarities between
hang gliding and artwork
– the freedom of expression
and the solitude. Both seem
ends of the spectrum of
sensation, but the thought
processes in planning and
the patience required for
either are closely related.

I

work with graphite pencil and inks, sometimes
spending a full day to complete one single square
inch of artwork. Studying a subject as you would the
shape of a landscape and making a plan in your mind for
the task ahead should ring a bell with most.
Living in the flatlands of Norfolk, England, it was a
chance encounter that first brought me in contact with
hang gliding. The first piece of good fortune came in the
form of skilled instructors, and somewhere in between
those first 10 feet of altitude and the first 10 years
came the people and experiences that only a lucky few
will know.
The school was ‘Lejair’, located somewhere under
a wide sky, and the closest feature was a cloud. A
place where the cable whistles and the clicking of a

The

Art of

Flying

carabiner makes the mouth go dry and heartbeats sound
unfamiliar drumming.
Despite the epic nature of hang gliding it is the little
things I remember. Like that first landing, the first step
off the cliff and the joy of a first thermal has its merits,
but the distant shout of your fellow pilots willing you on
could be called a cherry on a very large cake. Since those
early days, the familiar silence as the nose goes up on
every flare and your foot comes to rest, I still wonder if
all that really just happened.
Flying is escapism, a place where everything else is
irrelevant, where you happily concede to the mercy of
random air currents, where you are master in a place
not based within the reality of the every day. There are
people to thank for this, and I do.

HGFA
Annual
General
Meeting

by Darren Cook

Where:
Holiday Inn Tullamarine
Airport, Melbourne, Victoria
Date: 22 October 2011
Time: 9am to 5pm
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Obviously a broken pencil and a broken upright
are two very different things, both can end in
colourful language, but the strength and length can
differ considerably depending on the costs incurred.
Somewhere my artwork and hang gliding have meet in
the middle, and I find myself in a position to express
what I most enjoy.
This picture was a pleasure to do – it is my way of
sharing my passion.
Darren’s limited edition prints are available for
order from [darrencookart.co.uk].

Buy the
world’s super
trike – and
experience the
difference.
Starting at
$69,900 AUD*
fully imported.
No more to pay.
And what do you get for that money? The best trike
base in the world. GA rated tundra tyres, 912 UL Rotax
four-stroke 80hp engine, three hydraulic disc brakes,
adjustable foot pedals that even allows 6’4” pilots
to fly in a comfortable position, three-blade nickeledged composite prop, step on floor cockpit, superior
glass panel instrumentation – the Stratomaster Ultra
XL monochrome, a back-up electric fuel pump (that
can also help prime the engine after a long period of
no use), a gascolator to prevent water getting into
the engine, a metal fuel tank so petrol with ethanol
does not become an issue, a carburettor thermostat
for quick engine heating, a fold-down 4130 Chromoly
curved mast for better passenger comfort, wider
more comfortable seating, carby heat, the best and
strongest suspension system in the trike world, and of
course – cabin heat.
Add to this base a new generation quick fold Reflex 13
topless strutted wing that flies at 70 knots hands free,
is better in turbulence than comparable wings and
with a MTOW of 472.5kg.
All this and with the best warranty around – five years
on the frame, three years on the MGL avionics package
and 18 months or 150 hours on the Rotax engine which
has a 2,000 TBO.
This offer also includes all international and domestic
shipping, customs clearance, insurance, certification,
registration, exchange commissions and, of course, GST.
Go to www.apolloaerosports.com.au
Flying just got better.
*Based on an $1.085 AUD
to USD exchange rate
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Going Solo

Learning to fly at

‘Sweet Sixty’

Go ‘Gerls’ you too can do it!

Why Fly?

So why would I want to learn to fly a trike (weight-shift
microlight) in my 60th year?
As long as I can remember (which isn’t quite so long
nowadays!), I’ve always been able to fly in my dreams,
free as a bird. I do a funny sort of breast stroke action
to get me up and away off the ground and there I am up
with the jets thrilled in my astral travels and feeling a bit
cheated when I wake up too soon.
My fabulously clever and brave best mate flies a hang
glider. He learnt by trial and error way back in the ’70s,
long before I ever knew him, and he’s always showing me
those wonderful cross-country camera shots from the
air. I was so envious and wanted to be part of the fun
and share with him the joys of flying.
I have always liked a challenge and the ‘edginess’ of
learning to fly appealed to me. I decided hang gliding was
beyond me, both physically and mentally. I can hardly lift
the bloody thing when I’m just helping him put it on top
of his car!
I’m a self-funded retiree, so budget is an issue
with my ever-dwindling resources. None of those more
expensive fixed wing machines for me.
I’d seen some trikes in action at the hang gliding
sites, plus they regularly fly over my house at Milang near
the Murray mouth in South Australia. I just loved the look
of these little machines – like those ‘Magnificent [Wo]
Men in their Flying Machines’, exposed to the elements.
The Strathalbyn airstrip, an hour out of Adelaide,
is only 10 to 15 minutes by road from where I live.
Adelaide Airsports (microlight aircraft specialist), Brand
Air (trike instructors) and the Southern Districts Flying
Club operate from this airstrip. A very rare hub of trike
expertise in SA right at my doorstep. How lucky was I?
And how could I resist?

Lessons

With all these positive indicators I decided ‘Life be in
it’ now and had my first lesson in January 2010 while
my best mate was away at hang gliding competitions
interstate. I felt strongly that I needed to initiate my
own lessons and learning, and take control of this
process and not rely on his knowledge and expertise –
albeit in hang gliding not triking.
So I started my longer than expected commitment
to learn to fly. I was not nervous in the air at all, but I
do remember thinking on the first flight that I’d never
be able to land. The descent seemed so steep and fast.
Never say never…
Did I enjoy learning to fly? Sadly lots of times I didn’t.
It didn’t seem to matter how many times I was told to
“relax, enjoy the flying, don’t be so hard on yourself,
look ahead when landing, be Ms Average rather than
16 SKYSAILOR

trying to be Ms Supergirl, it will take as long as it takes,
you will get there,” etc, etc. No doubt in my mind I
regularly suffered performance anxiety. I thought I
should be doing much better. However, I really don’t
like quitting, so six months into my lessons with the
help of Larry (Adelaide Airsports) I bought a very neat
secondhand EdgeX 582 with a Wizard wing. Perfect
for me – although I would have liked it to be pink or a
shade thereof… This was a real commitment that kept
me on track and made it more difficult for me to tear
my ‘helmet hair’ out in despair and say, “all too effing
hard, I give up!”
I named her ‘Her-Eye-Zen’ (with a symbol of an eye).

Di with her trike

A perfect name I thought, since she is a ‘girl’ trike,
eyes on the horizon, and for God’s sake I needed to Zen
out a bit instead of stressing. “Don’t zen out quite that
much Di,” I was told a few times by my instructor!
During my training I did have to use all my personal
resources to maintain my confidence and self-esteem.
Often I thought I was hopeless, the dumbest pilot ever,
etc, etc, taking so long to learn. I was, however, told
fairly early in my training that as a rough rule of thumb it
takes as many hours to learn to fly as one’s age. No way
I thought, you have got to be joking! Not a trike. Not me.
Well in the end it wasn’t too far off the mark.

The Benefit Of Hindsight

Drawbacks
➲➲ It took me as long as it took. As an ex-nurse
I vowed never to get up early when I retired. I
hate early mornings. Trikes are best flown in the
early morning calm especially when learning. ‘Wrong
sport’ you might say, but now I do my flying late in
the afternoons and I love it.
➲➲ Not sleeping very well prior to lessons, waiting for
the alarm to go off and being a bit nervous were
other hurdles.
➲➲ Then there was my age, and being a female. Female
pilots are still few and far between. The Southern

by Di Krutli
Districts Flying Club has close to 50 members and I’m
the only girl flying. Come on girls, where are you all?
➲➲ My high expectations did not help at all.
➲➲ Having three instructors might have slowed me
down too (thanks Larry, Jeff and Peter), but I’d
always thought it was a good thing to be exposed
to the variety of expertise. They of course teased
me about needing three instructors… at least I hope
they were teasing.
➲➲ After being a nurse for 35 years, everything was
new to me: aerodynamics, engines, reading weather,
using radios, rules and regulations, navigation, etc.
No doubt that I felt I just wasn’t as sharp as I used to
be learning new things.
Advantages
➲➲ The things that definitely helped me achieve my
goal to be a pilot were: Determination, commitment,
belief in self, quite a bit of study and not wanting
to fail.
➲➲ Using my best mate’s knowledge of flying, especially
reading the weather, helped too. His head’s always
in the clouds!
➲➲ Buying my own trike while learning.
➲➲ Living close to the airstrip
➲➲ Talking with other pilots at the airstrip about their
learning experiences and flying. They were all
wonderfully supportive and helped me to think that I
actually would get there.
➲➲ Supportive and patient instructors. Peter who spent
the most time teaching me had to put up with my
‘Confucius Say’ jokes at the beginning of every lesson
when I turned the headsets on (eg, ‘Wise man never
play leap frog with unicorn’. Poor Pete. My attempt to
use humour to relax?)
➲➲ Talking with a few female hang glider pilots – thanks
Helen and Claire. Yes we definitely do think and
approach things differently to men.
➲➲ Keeping my own personal ‘learning to fly’ diary plus
recording all the costs just out of interest. For your
info by the time I went solo I’d spent approximately
$26,000 on the secondhand trike, lessons, exams,
fuel , servicing, hangar fees and other incidentals like
special fuel filters,
fuel containers, etc.
I no longer bother
recording costs, I
just enjoy the flying.

How perfect it was. How sweet. On the very morning of
my 60th birthday I did my first solo circuit. It was one
year since I’d started to learn, 50 hours of lessons and
387 landings recorded in my flight log. Whew! It really
was a long time coming.
On the day my log book and diary records ‘Elated! Not
nervous! Fabulous! So happy! Weather good, Di good. At
long last, I can’t believe it, Woopee!’
I celebrated with Larry and Peter at the airstrip with
a bottle of bubbly I’d had ready for a few months in
anticipation. I couldn’t have asked for a better birthday
present. Truly, it was just perfect. Then home to tell
my guy who didn’t believe me at first – did he really
think I was never going to get there? I have continued
celebrating my achievement to this day.
Flying locally is fabulous. I have the huge Lake
Alexandrina to fly around which leads into the Murray
Mouth, Goolwa, the Adelaide hills in the distance,
many local vineyards, crops of canola and other grains,
Strathalbyn, the River Murray and it’s local townships.
All within my permitted flying radius as a novice. I feel
blessed .Flying has brought a wonderful new dimension
into my life and my guy can’t believe he’s doing ‘flying
speak’ with me.

Future Plans

I am recently passenger endorsed. Friends and relatives
come fly with me!
I want to pass my navigation course by Christmas,
but if it takes longer, so what. One lesson learnt is not
to put too much pressure on myself because flying is
for fun.
We have plans of camping and flying gorgeous
locations, initially in South Australia and then further
afield. By the way, my fella has recently learnt to fly in
my trike and he went solo in 10 hours! Smarty pants.
I knew he would. How lucky I am to have someone so
experienced for support and knowledge whether he’s in
the front or back seat.

Murray Mouth

Conclusion

My main reason for writing this article is to encourage
more women to become pilots. I love saying to myself,
and very occasionally to friends, “I’m a pilot!” (albeit
a very cautious novice). While it tested me, I’m sure it
would have been easier if I’d been younger, so don’t wait!
If you are thinking about learning to fly, do it NOW. If
you’ve never thought of being a pilot, why not? It’s been
one of the great achievements of my life. I am thrilled
and have to keep pinching myself when I’m flying over
my house. This is really happening. This is really me, up
here by myself, flying the skies – no longer just a dream.

Corrong Ninety Mile Beach

Confucius say, “Those things hard-earned are the
sweetest.” Go Gerls, you can do it!

Di and instuctor
Peter Brand of Brand
Air Microlights

October | November 2011

October | November 2011
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eels
Wh
in the Sky
by Petra Kreuz & Peter Wagner

Flying has been one of my greatest passions for a
long time. My name is Petra Kreuz and I learned to
paraglide in 1992 in the German Alps near Hochfelln
(1670m amsl). Four years later I started hang gliding
as well and to live my dream of flying I quit my
career as a spray painter in order to make my living
through flying. Until 2000 I worked for different
flying schools and for Skywalk, doing tandems and
enjoying the overwhelming emotion of freedom high
in the air. Then a bad accident left me paralysed and
everything changed.

S

ome may have lost hope and given up the dream of flying, but instead I wanted to fly even more. On the ground
there are hundreds of hurdles everywhere for someone confined to a wheelchair, in the air it must be possible
to get around these, I believed. During my stay in hospital I started to design a flying wheelchair. I stayed in
hospitals and rehabilitation for an entire year – enough time to go over every little detail. Although some declard
me to be crazy, I had my construction build and have since been able to float happily and easily around the wide
open skies.

Petra and Peter in France, 2010

Thanks to my sponsors Skywalk and paragliding
school Blue-Sky.at and my many other helpers, I can
travel to many places in the world to fly. I now take
frequent trips throughout Europe and spend the
European winter in Australia. I love flying those lovely
coastal sites like North Brother and Stanwell Park as well
as the inland flying at Manilla.
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Petra at Stanwell Park
Photo: Tony Sandeberg
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France, 2010
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Photos: Peter Wagner
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Smiling in the Aussie sunshine

The last couple of years I have favoured Manilla
because the XC-Open provides a great opportunity of
fine logistic and a wonderful gathering of international
and Australian pilots, and of course the vastness of the
landscape from Mt Borah and above.
At the end of a flight to Manilla and back I had to land
in a paddock at one of the nearby farms. I very quickly
became aware that this type of environment has a lot
of hidden barriers for flying with a wheelchair. I stood
in the high grass and couldn’t be seen or heard, the only
thing I could do was to guide my partner Peter towards
my landing spot via radio.
But wait: Where’s the gate and who’s got the key?
Finally, two hours later, travelled distance – 400m!
Stanwell Park is a little easier to get around. Launch
is great as well and when the wind comes straight off
the ocean it is easy to fly up to Burning Palms and back:
This was our most beautiful flight this season here! But
the smaller flights to Stanwell Tops, sometimes just
metres above the treetops and houses, were absolute
magic. What makes it all so perfect is the friendliness
and the support from all the locals and other pilots.
No matter if I needed launch assistance, retrieves, or
someone to help me pack my glider, there has always
been someone happy to give me a hand.
By now I feel right at home around Mullumbimby on
the far north coast of NSW where my partner Peter and
I spend about six months this year. Here at Possums and
Montes we mainly fly the sea-breeze in the afternoon.
It’s great fun to play for hours in that laminar coastal
air, finish with a nice top landing and seal the day with a
pizza from the local pizza place and a bottle of red – and
together with a bunch of great friends and pilots.
By now we are back in good old Germany and will
hopefully have another great flying season ahead of us.
In case you need a break from the Aussie winter, check
out [www.bluesky.at] for great flying tours and more.
Happy flying and soft landings always.

The Australian
Paragliding Calendar Project
by Gavin Zahner

Deniliquin, NSW
Photo: William Oates

P

aragliding competitions are relatively inexpensive
given what goes into them, most run on a slim
margin, but when you get a call up to the Worlds,
you might need to sell a kidney to take the once
every two-year opportunity to be able to represent
your country. Between the competition fees, airfares,
accommodation, team clothing and possibly a new
competitive glider, it can become a $5000-plus exercise.
For years we’ve been trying to source good funding
for our National teams, and the challenge continues
today, to date our team has usually been funded by the
team pilots themselves. This was how the Australian
Paragliding Calendar was born – more out of financial
necessity than anything else.

The cost of paragliding is one of its greatest drawbacks, but once you have your gear, the act of going
flying becomes almost free. No motor, no fuel, no
aerodrome, no jump ticket, just pitch off any given hill
and fly for free, we even usually hitch home… And
then you start competing…
When I got a chance to fly in the team for the 2009
Worlds in Valle de Bravo, Mexico, I had time on my hands,
but little money in the bank. While talking with Hamish
Barker about fundraising ideas one day, he had just

printed a calendar as a Christmas present and proposed
the idea of doing it as a fundraiser.
Hamish and I both share the long term hobby of
photography, so while on the phone, we trawled through
our ‘keepers’ image collections and created some rules

Photo: Phil Hystek
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Almunecar, Spain, 2007
October | November 2011

Manilla, NSW
October | November 2011

Photo: Graeme Cran
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Blackheath, NSW
Photo: Kacper Jankowski

– like limiting the selection to Aussie sites and trying
to cover the main competition sites. We contacted all
our buddies who knew their way around an SLR, and
got them all to donated images. Two days later we had
the makings of a calendar – now we just had to pay for
the printing.
It may have been born out of financial necessity,
but it was financial insanity that kept it going. It was a
make-or-break gamble for me to get to the Worlds after
I’d just spent my entire airfare money on a giant box of
calendars! We needed to sell these to make the whole
exercise work and get any money out of it for the team.
It worked, and it worked spectacularly. We sold
about 240 calendars for $20 a piece, and managed to
donate over $500 to each of the team members. It might
not have paid for our airfare, but it certainly paid for
everyone’s accommodation, team uniforms and meals
in Mexico (thanks to the $1 taco stand). Valle de Bravo
was on steroids that summer and we flew 11 huge tasks
in 11 days and racked up about 60 hours in two weeks
in the most epic Worlds comp we had ever seen. The
calendar fundraising exercise was a solid contributor to
the success of our team.
In 2010 we didn’t have a team to raise funds for,
but I wanted to keep the calendar momentum going in
preparation for the 2011 team fundraiser, so we paid
the photographers instead. In 2011 we again received
image donations and raised cash for our team. I wasn’t
part of the team for Spain 2011, but the calendar project
was fun to put together and had proven itself to be a
good fundraiser.
In hindsight, the timing of the Mexico Worlds was a
huge advantage, as selling calendars during November
and December in the lead-up to the comp held in

Photo: Hamish Barker

Photo: Ben Darke
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Esperance, WA

January was key to its success. Our income has been
significantly lower in recent years. In 2011 the project
made perhaps half what it did in 2009, yet we are keen
to continue it for 2012, again paying photographers for
their contributions during the ‘off’ year, although there
are rumours of a 2012 Worlds competition, in which case
we might have a team to fundraise for once again.
We now try to cover motor, speed, cross-country
and acro flying. If you have an eye for great photos
then shoot away, experiment with camera rigs, get

Photo: Riaan Nieuwoudt

some great material and send it through to me at
<gavin@onesmallplanet.net> so we get another
round of great images for the 2012 calendar, spanning
the great Australian sites, and when it comes out in
November, please buy one and support the project and
your National team.

You can send images to <gavin@onesmallplanet.net>
and order calendars from [www.onesmallplanet.net/
calendar].
SKYSAILOR
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The Twelve Apostles, Victoria
Photo: David Joy

Photos: Phil Hystek

Launching

Paragliders

by Phil Hystek – CFI Paragliding Queensland

Paragliding is the simplest, lightest and most accessible form of aviation ever
developed. It’s an amazing sport with very few negatives, however, like any
sport, paragliding has its share of injuries and sadly the most common major
injury suffered by pilots is spinal damage. It’s so common that in my 20-plus years
of paragliding, I know more people who have suffered some degree of spinal
damage than have twisted an ankle.

Photo: Glen Thompson

The Harness or the Pilot?

Harnesses are not really designed for launching, rather
for flying. Most harnesses are designed around criteria
including good aerodynamics, ease of weight-shift,
stability in rough air and comfort while flying. The low
and forward carabiner position of modern harnesses,
combined with a long seat base-board and the weight

of your pack-up gear in the back, seem to conspire in
scooping the pilot into the seated position immediately
after leaving the ground. Consciously staying in a vertical
body ‘spine preservation’ launch position is difficult and
requires commitment and skill.
Is there a way to stop sitting down too early and
avoid the potentially damaging effects of a backside
impact? In a word: yes. Being aware of what constitutes
a protective position is the first step, and training
yourself to launch that way is the second.
During launch, the need to run in order to move
over the ground is obvious, but the moment the canopy
produces lift equal to the total weight, and the pilot’s
feet leave the ground, many pilots think there no longer
is any need to move their legs, or even have their legs
anywhere other than out in front in the flying position.
Before sitting down, you must be
totally sure you won’t touch down
again during the launch phase. This
is rarely a given, particularly if the
air is turbulent, or the hill isn’t very
steep. Having your legs below you
during launch will allow you run again
if you touch down rather than coming
to a sliding (and embarrassing) halt,
halfway down launch, or worse still,
impacting a rock or log with your
backside which could have been
easy to step over if only you’d had
your legs where they should be.
Once airborne for more than about
five seconds the chance of touching
down again during the launch phase
is pretty much nil, so the need to
stay in the vertical position becomes
unnecessary. This launch procedure
is even more critically necessary if
you are flying a harness without
back protection.
One of the easiest ways to stay
out of the harness is to adopt a
‘lean through launch’ technique,
but this isn’t very practical, or even
achievable with some harnesses.
Light ‘nappy’ harnesses are excellent

for doing this, but heavy comp harnesses make launching
a pretty ungainly affair, rather Albatross-like. However,
it is possible to stay out of the harness and lean forward
as much as possible with your hands out to the side,
knees bent and feet tucked up under the backside. Any
pilot who has watched former Australian champion Fred
Gungl’s excellent launch technique will recognise this
technique.
By far the easiest way to avoid sitting back in
your harness is to develop the correct feeling for your
glider and to accelerate, from the inflation to launch
speed, without getting in front of your wing. In the
next installment, I’ll look at doing just that, developing
a feeling for your wing and staying with it during the
entire launch phase.
Until next time, fly safe.

Photo: Glen Thompson

T

he seated flying position puts your backside
closest to the ground and despite the slow flying
speed, impacting the ground at any speed (or
height) places your spine at risk of damage.
The original paragliding harnesses were very basic:
webbing straps with a plywood base, which would
transfer any impact forces directly into that most
important, but fragile, structure in your body – your
spine. Manufacturers came up with some innovative
‘solutions’ to the problem by developing ‘back
protection’ now installed in most harnesses. However,
talk to anyone who’s suffered spinal damage while using
such a harness and you’ll realise there’s a limit to the
effectiveness of this ‘protection’. In addition, the new
type of light ‘mountain’ and ‘speed’ harnesses available
have no protection at all.
As noted earlier, no speed or height of impact
is safe. Jumping off something as low as a kitchen
bench and landing on your backside wouldn’t even be
considered by a sane person, and the thought of doing
the same while seated in a harness with the best back
protection available would be tempting fate. Harness
back protection can be described as nothing more than
rudimentary and gives no guarantee for spinal safety. No
matter what type of harness you use while paragliding,
you risk spinal damage if you impact the ground on your
backside – protection or not.
We like to think that any flight we undertake will
last from take-off until we choose to land, however,
hitting the ground hard can occur at any time during a
flight. Some impacts are more difficult to anticipate and
avoid than others, like suffering a major collapse when
scratching close to the hill during a long XC flight. Flying
a more stable glider or not flying as close to the hill
might help avoid this. However, there are some impacts
which are easily anticipated and just as easily avoided,
none more so than those which can occur during launch.

Fred Gungl demonstrates a safe launch
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Pakistan

by Horacio Llorens and Thomas De Dorlodot

After more than a year of preparation to gather the
gear, sponsorship and preparing our itinerary, the
team, consisting of Thomas De Dorlodot, Hernan
Pitocco and I, was ready to leave.
On top of the world

W

e went to Pakistan with the intention of
attempting to break the altitude world record
and discover new flying places. We were
accompanied by our sound master, Tibaut Darscote,
director/cameraman Olivier Vanashen, photographer,
Krystle Wright and tandem pilot, Jose Ruis. Together we
planned to make a 52-minute adventure documentary.

We arrived in Pakistan only a week after Bin Laden’s
incident – at a pretty tricky time. Yet we discovered very
quickly that the country had more to offer us than to
be scared of.
Our first destination was Hunza, where we spend 10
days flying in incredible conditions, almost reaching an
altitude of 7000m just next to the colossal Rakaposhi.
Bit by bit, we got used to the amount of clothes
needed to survive the extreme temperatures, our flying
gear and other stuff like the oxygen system which is
really important at these high altitudes.

In Hunza we captured a lot of footage and finished
preparing the equipment. Our team was now ready for
the next step.
After breaking the ice at Hunza, we moved to Boonie.
Somewhere on the way, we stopped the car and took off
beside the road, intending to cover some of the distance
by air. It felt great to fly for a bit as the roads in the
mountains of Pakistan are far more dangerous than any
asymmetric collapse close to a steep cliff!
After a couple of days of flying our acro gliders on
Booni and getting a feeling for the incredible speed of
aerobatics at this altitude, we decided to try and break

the Asian (Himalayan) distance record on a course from
Booni to Gilgit. Brad Sanders was the current record
holder with a huge 224km.
We took off at 10:30 in the morning and did not
have to wait long for the first thermal to come up.
Thirty minutes later we were already crossing a broad
valley. I remember Pitocco almost touching ground on
this crossing, but he is a very experienced pilot and he
managed to climb back up after a pretty hard fight.
Soon after we were flying together again, crossing
one valley after another at good speed due to the
tailwind. During this part of the flight we encountered
strong turbulent conditions and at times I didn´t know if
we could fly much further in those conditions.
A little later, I was I the one almost touching down,
this time I had to work very long to climb back up and Tom
and Pitocco decided to continue with a good possibility
of beating the current record and they couldn’t wait any
longer if they wanted to have a chance.
Half an hour’s fighting later, I was again at 6000m
and my partners were just 10km ahead.

I almost caught up to them near the 200km line, but
a bad decision left me on the ground. I had flown 196km
in six hours– a great experience I will never forget.
At that stage my partners were still in the air, I could
reach them on the radio and I wished them luck in their
attempt to break the record.
Pitocco landed after 213km and Thomas followed his
flight with a motivation capable to generate thermals.
In the late afternoon, and after eight hours in the air,
he landed after completing 225km. Only one kilometre
more than Brad’s record, but a great flight with friends!

Horacio after touchdown

Horacio on his Nova Factor2
Flight preparations, planning and filling up on oxygen
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Events Calendar
2011

au]. Don’t forget to book a cabin at the Outdoor Inn (& 0418
528631), a unit at Cedar Units (& 03 57551554) or other
accommodation soon. Event organiser: Katy Torokfalvy &
0408 150249, <pres@skyhighparagliding.org.au>.

October
Canungra Hotel HG Classic

Hinterlands
Drifter Tour

22 to 29 October 2011

Come and enjoy Canungra’s first AAA hang gliding competition,
run from and sponsored by the Canungra Hotel. Practice day
will be on the 21 October. Online registration and payments
can be made via the CHGC website. If you have any enquiries
please don’t hesitate to contact competition organiser, Gabor
Sipos & 0402 826969.

Not the Vic Open

29 October to 1 November 2011
The Melbourne Cup weekend is Skyhigh’s season opener at
Bright, Victoria. A fun event for the club, particularly aimed
at encouraging novice pilots and blowing away the cobwebs
after winter, this event includes activities such as: ballast
accuracy drops, spot landing comps, ground handling race, and
ribbon cut. Of course, the highlight will be paragaining (aerial
rogaining) with the epic weather conditions we anticipate.
There will be many sponsors, so come along, compete and
you may just win a great prize! In addition we ahve two social
events planned: Dinner at a restaurant TBA on Saturday
night (will require pre-bookings), and a BBQ at Outdoor Inn
on Sunday night (self-catered). To register (and pre-book
your T-shirt and ticket for Saturday dinner) and for more
details go to the Skyhigh website [skyhighparagliding.org.

Thomas on his Gradient

Photos: Courtesy Horacio Llorens and Thomas De Dorlodot

right day for the record attempt,
and I was the one who climbed
the heighest, 7318m – not as
high as we had expected, but
almost high enough to see the
top of the world. I’ll never forget
the huge 20m/sec-plus termal I
took to get there and I almost
did not have time to plug in the
oxygen!
After a month in Pakistan
we came to the end of our trip.
We arrived home with some
great memories and many
adventures to tell to our friends.
Now we can’t wait to go back
to the Karakoram and we have
high expectations for our next
expedition, probably next year.
The 8000m altitude world
record is still to be broken. We
are more motivated than ever and
more prepared and as Tom says,
"Let’s go without a return ticket,
and until we get to 8000m, we
don’t come back home!”
We stayed for another two days in Gilgit waiting for
the rest of the team to come trough the tortuous roads.
Finally we were all together and ready to go for the next
goal: the altitude world record of 7750m also held by
Brad Sanders, curiously during the same 224km record
flight.Would it be possible to break this second record?
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We decide to go to Hushe, a site where thermals can
take you up to 7000m and where you can fly very close
to K2. Right there you also get the chance to fly above
the gigantic glacier of Concordia.
Our flights there were something more that
incredible, we could film, take pictures and reach very,
very high altitude, but unfortunately we did not get the

Thomas De Dorlodot flew a XC 3 Gradient/Freestyle
Gradient, Hernan Pitocco flew a TR2 Sol Paragliders/
Supersonic Sol Paragliders, and Horacio Llorens flew a
Factor 2 Nova/Radix II RR Acro Wings.
Thanks to Red Bull, Peak Performance and Summit
Oxigen for the support and help for the adventure.
October | November 2011

2012

30 October to
4 November 2011
Hang Gliding XC Clinic/Rally from the Gold Coast to Stanwell.
Instruction, guidance, transport and driver are included. More
information on [www.WarrenWindsports.com.au] to book
a spot on this tour or contact Warren on & 0434 222111.

November

Airborne Gulgong Classic

20 to 26 November 2011

The big 10th anniversary. The comp will be held in the usual
format at the Gulgong soaring field. Practice day 19 November.
For further details visit [www.gulgongclassic.com]. Online
rego and payments will be arranged in due course.

December
Forbes XC Clinic

28 to 31 December 2011
Limited spaces, eight to 12 pilots maximum. Fee: $400 plus
tow fees $25 per tow.

Forbes XC Open

Aerotowing Clinic

16 to 18 November 2011
Gulgong, NSW. More info: [www.WarrenWindsports.com.au/
events] or & 0434 222111.

Mt Beauty Gathering
of the Moths

18 to 20 November 2011

Flyers of all denominations are, once again, invited to fly the
sheltered Kiewa valley at the foot of the picturesque Victorian
Alps. Full range of accommodation available. Contact: Mark
Ghirardello & 03 57544572 or 0409 544572.

28 December 2011 to 3 January 2012
Format to be decided but something like: morning briefing,
set a general direction, no task, longest distance. Scoring
with SeeYou and having pilots take responsibility for downloading the flights themselves. Best three flights to count so
if you want to come for the whole week or just the last three
days you can still score. Entry fee: TBD $25 per tow.

Aerotow Endorsement Courses

28 December 2011 to 3 January 2012
Fee: $250 plus 10 tows at $25 each.

2012 Bogong Cup AAT Competition

17 to 23 January 2012

January
FAI HG Pre-Worlds Forbes 2012

5 to 14 January 2012

Registration for Forbes 2012 will be up and running from
1 July at [www.forbesflatlands.com]. Entry fee and tow
fees for the Pre-worlds will be $750. Registration will be
open for all categories with an online payment system.
We will be asking for a deposit of $100 with registration.
The entry fee is $500 for towing and $250 entry fee and
includes welcome party and meal, 11 days of towing,
packed lunch each flying day, presentation and meal. We will
have $10,000 in prize money spread across all categories.
The Pre-Worlds is open to all pilots on a first come, first
served basis. We will, like previous years have three
categories being Sports, A Grade and Open Class. The
headquarters will be at the Forbes Town Hall this year
which is right across the road from the Van Den Berg Hotel.
Itinerary: Registration Tuesday 3 January 2012, 9am
to 5pm. Official practice day Wednesday 4 January
2012, includes briefing, task, ordered launch, goal
and scoring (scores do not count). Competition days
Thursday 5 January to Saturday 14 January 2012.
Forbes Event Organiser: Vicki Cain & 02 93164644, Skype:
VickiMoyes or [www.moyes.com.au].

Great Eastern Fly-In

6 to 9 January 2012

Evans Head Memorial Aerodrome. All welcome, including
gliders, paramotors, etc! Come celebrate our 20th year at
this year’s Great Eastern. Whatever you fly, however you get
there, come and join us for all the fun of flying, sun and surf.
Air Displays, the ‘Flying’ market, Great Eastern ‘Drive-In’, Pilots
Dinner, outdoor Film Night, free shuttle bus, camping, food and
more! Contact: Gai Taylor & 0427 825202.
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This time we will be runnning an Assigned Area Task
competition. Entry fee is $150 and entries are limited to 40
pilots. Sites include Mt Buffalo, Tawonga Gap, Mt Emu, Mystic,
The Pines and Gundowring (Sav Hill). Registration on 16
January. Organiser: Wesley Hill & 0408 305943 or <wes.
hill@yahoo.com.au>, [www.sacra.biz/bogong].

RTS 2012 Festival of Flight

26 to 29 January 2012

Over the past two years we have hosted this event on the
November Melbourne Cup weekend. This year we have moved
it a little later in the season in the hope for better thermic
weather. The Australia Day long weekend in Victoria was our
choice. Last year we had 45 pilots come and go over the rainy
spring weekend. This time let’s try for 80 entrants during
the summer festival. Over the four days we will celebrate
all things hang gliding. No GPS scoring, no set hills to jump
off, you can fly anywhere in and around the Kiewa valley.
On offer will be foot launching from hills, aerotowing and
tandem trike flights. Tasks will be set by advanced pilots
for all skill levels, but these tasks are not compulsory, rather
there to help you learn XC flying. There will be a Duty pilot
on hand each day to assist with any questions you may
have. Sites include Mystic, Mt Emu, Towonga Gap, Sav Hill,
Mt Buffalo, The Pines, Porepunka and Mt Beauty airport.
Cash prizes via lucky dip each day of the festival. Sponsors:
Freedom Airsports, Airborne (with demo gliders and trikes,
come along for a test fly. Basic rules before you come: You
must register at [www.ridethespiral.net/?page_id=3057],
including payment well in advance. Please don’t register
without payment. If you fly Mystic you must pay your NEHGC
membership fees BEFORE heading up the hill. Cost: Early bird
rate is $140 until 1 January 2012, then it rises to $170. Your
fees cover accommodation at the Bush Lodge and dinner on the
Saturday night. Kids under school age stay for free. Spouses
staying at the lodge must also register at full price this year.

Any excess money raised by entry fees will go back into the
lucky dip cash draws each day. Anyone who pays entry fees
goes into the draw.

February
Manilla XC Camp

4 to 11 February 2012
Mt Borah, Manilla, NSW. The Manilla XC Camp 2012 is a
FREE event for XC pilots of all levels. Come for as many
days as you like, fly XC as far as you can, fly with and learn
from some of the best XC pilots. No pressure, no worries...
just fly. Over 80% of pilots in the 2011 event flew PBs!
Features: Daily XC briefings by Godfrey Wenness, optional
Online Contest scoring, regular day prizes and scoring updates
in all classes (Fun, Sport, Serial). Camping on site $6/night
(power is available). Cabins, twin or double, $20/night pp and
include all linen, blankets and towels. The cabins’ camping
area has two kitchens and a BBQ, plus new pilot cafe/bar
and a swimming pool. Contact: <Godfrey@flymanilla.com>
or see [www.flymanilla.com].

International events can be
found at [http://events.fai.org/]
SKYSAILOR
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The technique is simple:

The XCFiles

➲➲ Accordion fold the wing
➲➲ Drop it at the edge of a big cliff
➲➲ Stand at the edge of the cliff so all the lines are tight
➲➲ Tell a trusted friend to feed the wing into the smooth
rising air
➲➲ Brake a little (without stalling the wing) and allow
it to pull you off.
Everything else that could go wrong is not so simple.
Weather and wind are essential. The dynamic air blowing
up the face should be smooth as butter and at the top
of your high wind kiting range (32 to 36km/h for me at
16m2, 63kg). The sun is your enemy. Cold wet water is
your friend. A deflation just before take-off could be
uncomfortable.
Preparing the wing properly saves your trusted
friend from pulling the wing back down after realising
you are hooked in wrong or there’s a line-over.
The wing faces forward just like the pilot – everything is flying the same direction.
The wing should be placed as close to the rising air
as possible and clear of anything that may snag or tangle
the wing. Keep your friend safe too.
At first the feeling is fairly awkward as the wing is
fed into the air. Since the air rises almost vertically, to
keep the wing flying it has to be facing slightly down and
out over the cliff. It may take a few tries for your friend
to get your tip inflated and flying out over the cliff. If
he cannot get a good inflation going the conditions may
be too light.
Do not let the wing pull you off until you are ready. If
you feel too much force after 25% of the wing is inflated
then abort. Usually, if you are getting pulled towards
the wing and it deflates it is too strong, or you are not
leaning away enough. Keep a wide stance.
Control the wing while staying in one position. Sand
dunes or your local kiting grounds are great places to
practice kiting the wing up from one side. Stalling or deflating the wing due to poor piloting simply means restarting.
Once the wing is fully inflated, stable, and you’re
ready to go tell your friend to let go of the stabilo (tip
of the wing), brake gently on the higher side and follow
the wing into the air.

Tips and tuition for paragliding and
hang gliding pilots – from beginner
to expert, there’s something for everyone.
from Cross Country magazine [www.xcmag.com]

On location in Ponta Delgada, São Miguel, Azores

This is an advanced technique and requires a lot of
experience – take it slowly.

Photos: EE

Californian pilot and filmmaker Anthony Green starred
in and directed the films Lift_ and Flight. To see
Anthony and the Cobra launch in action visit [tinyurl.
com/34hj8dh].

The

Cobra
Launch

The Cobra launch is for cliff take-offs in
strong wind, or in this case, buildings.
Anthony Green explains how it’s done.
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The XCFiles

Listen at the briefing. Tasks are often more
complicated than you think. Timings are particularly
easy to miss or get wrong. Write down the times
(don’t forget to take a pen or pencil), particularly
the start gate and land-by times as they are the
two that will ruin your score if you get them
wrong. Make a note of any local rules the organisers
announce, no fly zones or places you mustn’t land.
Once briefing is over, plan your route. If you’ve
done your homework you’ll already have an idea
of how to fly it. If you can discuss the route with
anyone more experienced or local to the site then
do so.
If it’s going to be soarable when the window
opens then be clipped in and ready to launch when it
does – you are better off getting in the air early and
settling in while you wait for the start gate to open.
It gives you a chance to get a feel for the conditions,
sort out any problems with your kit and look ahead
at the route.

from Cross Country magazine [www.xcmag.com]

In The Air

Try to be as high as you can when the start gate
opens – rushing off low will only ruin your day. Once
everyone gets on their way, the field soon splits
into gaggles and you’ll find yourself naturally flying
with certain pilots.
If you are with an early gaggle chances are
they’re good pilots, so try to stick with them. If
you’re getting out-climbed all the time then accept
that and let yourself slip from the gaggle. Don’t
keep leaving each thermal lower and lower to catch
up. Your main objective is to fly the course, learn as
much as possible and have the best day out; you
won’t have that on the deck.
Stay focused and believe you can get round the
course. Task setters typically choose courses that
most of the field can get around, so stay positive,
even if you get stuck for a while.
Avoid taking risky glides. You want to get to
goal so give yourself a big margin for error on each
big glide and let a few others go ahead.
If others take different routes then question
why. The more you analyse the decisions others
take the more you’ll learn yourself.
Don’t blow it right at the end. The thought of
completing the task is enough to send some competitors
into a ‘goal frenzy’. Charging ahead to shave mere seconds
off their time they leave the last thermal too low, hit full
speed on their final glide and blow all their hard work by
landing short. If you’ve got to your final glide, make sure
you climb high enough to get in with ease. Wingovering
down to the goal is so much nicer than doing the walk of
shame from one field short!

“Success comes when opportunity

meets preparation”

How to Fly Your First Competition
You know how to thermal and you’ve flown XC. Now comes your first competition.
Bob Drury guides us through.
Learn about the infrastructure on the ground too.
It will make you less worried about bombing out if you
know where the roads and railways are and how to get
back to base.
Plan the obvious XC routes, or better still, go there
and fly them. Look at tracklogs on sites like XContest.
org to see the common XC routes. These can teach you
where the house thermals and cruxes are (they’ll be
where lots of flights end). If you know what’s coming up
next you’ll be better prepared to deal with it.

Know Where You’re Going

Know Your Gear

If you know where you are, you’re halfway to getting
to where you want to be. So if you can, choose a comp
at a site you know. Nothing is better than flying the
competition venue beforehand. The more you demystify
the area the less daunting the competition will become.
Get a map or look on Google Earth and learn where
the obvious flying features are. If you can’t get there
to fly, then learn where the long ridges, high peaks and
wide valleys are. They will probably all feature on tasks
so the knowledge will help you anticipate the challenges
you’ll be set.
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Success comes when opportunity meets preparation. Fly
a wing you know well, with your normal XC harness and
with instruments you understand and can use.
You’ll fly better and focus more on the task if you are
totally comfortable with your gear. Similarly, know your
instruments and have them ready to use.
Trying to borrow batteries, fold maps or remount
your reserve on launch all loses you crucial flightplanning time. Instruments can be complicated at the
best of times. Learn how to program them before you
arrive – wading through the manual on launch or pester-

ing someone who’s got the same model will waste more
time and annoy others.
If you normally fly with a drink system, sweets or a
teddy bear tied to your riser then make sure you do the
same in the comp. Little things out of place will erode
your focus.

Know Thyself

Everyone approaches competition from a different angle.
Knowing what you want, focusing on your goal and
behaving appropriately will take you a long way towards
going home satisfied.
If your aim is to fly with lots of great pilots and learn
as much as you can, then don’t charge off alone. If you
want to fly as much and far as you can then make sure
you get round the course everyday, regardless of the
speed you make it at.
If socialising and having fun with like-minded people
is a major factor then for sure stay up late at night
drinking and partying, but if you want great flying then
get to bed early and sober. If you love to party then
remember competing tired or hungover is unpleasant at
best and dangerous at worst.
August
October||September
November 2011

This is the taskboard…

On The Day

Photo: Fredrik Gustafsson

Get up early and get your equipment sorted. Eat breakfast but avoid coffee – it’s a diuretic and can ruin your
flight. Then get up to launch. Comp organisations start
transporting people to launch many hours before the
window opens, as it takes a while to get 100+ pilots
ready to fly.
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…and this is the task

Photo: Marcus King

If you’re early you should be able to get a good place
to layout your wing or rig your hang glider. Don’t be shy:
claim your place on launch and get your wing ready, your
harness totally sorted and your flight clothes either on
or ready to put on. The more prepared you are now the
less rushed you’ll be after briefing.

Be Consistent

Photo: Martin Scheel

C

ompetitions give you the opportunity to meet
and fly with a group of like-minded people. The
majority will be XC-hungry individuals who love
exploring the limits of free flight and themselves. Only
a very small bunch will be there to win, but you will get
a chance to fly with them, talk to them and learn from
them. Often much is learnt on launch or in the bar later.
Competitive or not, you’ll get more out of the experience if you’re flying well and well prepared. Here’s what
to expect and how to tackle it.

Congratulations! You’ve completed your first comp
task. Most scoring systems reward consistency,
so do that every day and you’ll suddenly find your
name jostling near the top of the scoresheet. Better
still, you’ll have had more flying than most and
hence have almost certainly done what you went
there to do: have fun and learn lots.
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News

New Products

Best Flying Sites Of The Alps

Eternity Press has just published ‘Best Flying Sites of
the Alps – The complete guidebook for hang glider and
paraglider pilots’ by Oliver Guenay.
This guidebook presents the best flying sites
in Germany, Austria, Slovenia, Italy, Switzerland and
France, selected for their unique advantages. With many
large format photos, detailed maps and 300 pages
of information, it unlocks the secrets of the whole
European Alps region.
Oliver’s German guidebooks of the Alps and
Mediterranean regions have been bestsellers and this
is the first time his work is available in English, in an
entirely new edition that offers comprehensive coverage
of 110 sites with official launches, landings and GPS
coordinates, expert guidance on flying, XC routes,
cautions and tips, accommodation, directions, contact
details and useful information on alternative sporting
and cultural activities in every area.
Available worldwide in hardcover and digital formats
from [www.bestflyingsites.com].
Eternity Press

Written On Air

Kindle has published Taff
Thomas’ short stories. At
the time of writing it was
number one in the US kindle
downloads, and number two
in the UK for books of its
type. See [http://amzn.to/
pVuJfZ] for information.
Taff Thomas

New Advance Impress 3 Harness

The Impress 3 is a unique, all new design, aerodynamically
optimised, easy to use, versatile and light-weight
harness. Initially developed for use in competitions,
the pioneering Impress series has become very popular
for all levels of pilots who want an over 0.5 L/D
point performance increase and like the warmth and
convenience of the speedbag (pod) during long flights.
The revolutionary Impress 3 is supplied with a fully
LTF/EN approved back protector (so you can use it in
FAI competitions) and adopts construction concepts
from the ‘Lightness’, like the
effective seat-boardless
‘hammock ’
system,
a new
lighter
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weight pod and carefully tested materials. The hammock
system provides the pilot with unprecedented glider feel
yet retains stability in rough air.
Impress is durable for daily use and exceptionally
comfortable for long flights. The pack up volume is
significantly reduced compared to other pod harnesses.
Aerodynamics have been improved over previous models
with intensive wind tunnel testing in Zurich and remains
the most efficient on the market.
New 3D design programming results in more seamless panel cutting and sewing providing a smoother
finish. The cockpit area has an integrated spoiler and
the reserve deployment system is 100% tested to work
in all situations. For full details see [www.advance.ch].
Weights for S, M and L are a mere 4.5, 4.7 and
4.9kg, including the pod, carabiners and approved back
protection. By far the lightest full back protection pod
style harness on the market, half the weight of most
others and the easiest to use. Eight out of 10
comp pilots choose to fly the Impress series
of harnesses.
For more info and demos contact the
Australian importer : Manilla Paragliding,
Godfrey Wenness. Ph: 02 6785 6545, email
<godfrey@flymanilla.com>.
Godfrey Wenness

AirDesign – New for Downunder

Former PG World Champion and designed
Stephan Stiegler has teamed up with Martin
Gostner to establish AirDesign based in the
Tyrol, Austria.
Designer Stephan Stiegler has a long
history in the sport: test pilot for Pro Design, World
Champion and designer for UP and Airwave. Martin
Gostner had extensive exposure in the international
PG business and he will be heading Sales and Marketing
operations.
AirDesign has already gained recognition and success
at international competitions with their Serial Class glider
‘Pure’ (EN-D).
The new ‘beginner-intermediate’ Vita (EN-B) will
soon be followed-up with the high-end EN-B three-liner
Rise. A next generation ‘Fun’ glider SuSI in the pipeline,
designed for soaring in strong coastal conditions,
mountaineering and free-style flying.
For Australia, AirDesign has appointed Sky Sport
Sydney as their sole distributor.

‘Pure’ Certified
In Four Sizes

AirDesign’s EN-D Serial
Class glider Pure is
now certified in all
four sizes covering an
all-up weight range
from 70 to 120kg.
Pure is a threeliner and uses
unsheathed race lines
throughout. Nylon
wires in the nose and
the backs of the ribs
support the shape and

optimise airflow in the critical areas, while quarter ribs
at the trailing edge provide a cleaner separation.
Stephan Stiegler has applied a new aerofoil design
with more rigid areas in the front and back of the wing to
increase stability; plus selected flexible areas within the
profile for improved agility and climbing performance.
For more information on the Pure please visit [www.
ad-gliders.com] or contact Ralf at Sky Sport Sydney.

AirDesign ‘Vita’ Certified EN-B

Factor 2

Vita, the new Basic-Intermediate from AirDesign, is now
certified EN-B and is available in four sizes covering an
all-up weight range from 60 to 125kg.
Vita is designed for pilots who are after a glider
with good performance paired with great handling and
highest safety standards. Size M had all manoeuvres
tested with an A, just showing a B at the accelerated
asymmetric collapse.
Its very simple
launch characteristics
and easy handling
without over-shooting
makes Vita an ideal
first choice for novice
pilots. In turbulent air,
the Vita remains solid
and very forgiving – a
real confidence builder
from the training hill to
your first long XC flight.
Despite being tailored
towards the novice
pilots, it offers great
handling and performance paired with a high max. speed
of 52km/h.
Vita is available in selected sizes for testing. More
information on AirDesign products is available at [www.
ad-gliders] or contact Sky Sport Sydney. Ph: 0466 566
288 or <ralf@skysportsydney.com>.
Ralf Gittfried, Sky Sports Sydney

Nova Factor 2: New EN C Glider

Austrian PG manufacturer Nova released the Factor 2 EN
C glider. Like its little brother Mentor 2 (EN B), the Factor
2 is expected to set new and higher benchmarks in its
class. Nova integrated a few construction characteristics
that proved successful in the Mentor 2.
The performance clearly exceeds the Mentor 2 by
a 0,3 L/D, with extreme stability even during
acceleration, and similar to the Mentor 2 it
has a very flat polar. From its predecessor
the Factor 2 inherited the direct, precise
and playful handling. Overall, the Factor 2
delivers an attractive package of outstanding
performance while still being a fun glider to
fly even in turbulent conditions. Acro World
Champion Horacio Llorens flew the Factor 2
when attempting to achieve over 8000m in
Pakistan.
The wing reacts very precisely, with
minimal delay on all brake inputs. The brake
travel needed to fly the wing efficiently in
thermals is less than on Factor 1. This makes
thermalling a real pleasure. There is no levering
October | November 2011

when entering a thermal, you can make narrow or wide
turns easily and the amount of bank is variable. The
Factor 2 does exactly what the pilot wants.
In sizes S (80 to 100kg) and M (90 to 110kg)
certification to EN C is already complete. Demo gliders
are already available from your local Nova dealer. Sizes
XS (65 to 90kg) and L (110 to 130kg) are in process of
certification. Find out more at [www.nova-wings.com].
Till Gottbrath, Nova

pair, left and right sides, or as single units
depending on the pilots needs
They be fitted to wheel base units and
can still be used on a standard powered
paraglider mounted on each side of a
pilot’s harness. They are twice the volume
of the U shaped vest.
Other features are two water-activated
automatic inflators and military grade oral
inflators fitted with pressure relief valves
for added safety so that even when fitted
with a large CO2 cylinder the vests cannot
be damaged by over inflation. The two
piece system makes for two flotation cells
for added safety.
Retails for $440 (pair) or $220 each
and without the CO2 cylinde,r $190 each.
Ben Darke [www.kangook.com]

FAI News

Safety News

18th FAI World Hang Gliding Class 1 Championship
Safety Notice: Maillons

Warning: If using a higher force than approximately
0.7Nm, which is only 0.51ft/lb, when closing the maillon,
even though there is a stop at the end of the threads, it
is possible to over-tighten the nut above the top of the
threads freeing the lower part of the screw thread.
If this is done, it is likely that the lower part of the
screw thread will not connect correctly with the nut and
the maillon can bend open under load.
➲➲ Our maillons are manufactured to a breaking strength
of over 1000kg.
➲➲ To date there has never been a reported failure of the
maillons from our manufacturer.
➲➲ Random load tests are made in the factory to ensure
batch quality.
Please watch the video ‘Checking and Tightening
Maillons on Your Wing’ [www.youtube.com/watch?v=on
lunHuFRxA&feature=related], for correct pre-flight and
post-flight practices.
[www.flyparamania.com]

Date: 16 to 30 July 2011
Location: Monte Cucco (Italy)
Final Results:
Overall
1 Alessandro Ploner (ITA)
2 Christian Ciech (ITA)
3 Primož Gricar (SLO)

Teams
1 Italy
2 France
3 Austria
Full results can be found at the following address
[www.cucco2011.org/]. FAI congratulates the Winners
and thanks the Organisers of the Championship.

Safety Flotation Vest

New two-piece flotation vest design available for PPG,
trikes, powered parachutes and microlights, as the
two sections can be fitted along rails or roll bars with
the velcro straps on the back, and are contained in
a long thin velcro cover. These expand and release
automatically when activated by hand or water. Sold as a
October | November 2011

Test fly the best performing, best handling
and safest DHV2 on the market by calling
High Adventure on 0429 844961
…see why so many are buying the Summit XC2
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E

xcellent job with the new SkySailor magazine. I was
so looking forward to receiving it, and it is brilliant.
Skyhigh Paragliding club has officially declared
its magazine, eAPN, dead. We are therefore encouraging
people to submit articles to SkySailor instead.
APN (Australian Paragliding News) was a popular
magazine produced by Skyhigh for many years for its
members (anywhere from 120 to over 200 each year).
We used to do about 10 editions per year, and people
loved it. But then the internet came along, and media
such as email and forums became the preferred method
of disseminating info.
It was expensive to print and mail APN, so a decision
was made about three years ago to make it electronic
(full colour PDF) and we called it eAPN. Since then,
it hasn’t really caught on, and contributions have
dwindled off.
Now with the fantastic new SkySailor, I’m hoping
people will be inspired to contribute more and more.
Phil Lyng, Secretary Skyhigh Paragliding Club

Editor’s Note: Thanks Phil, I hope so too.

In Response to
“How To Hold Your Brakes”

I

read the above XC-Files article in the last issue and it
just didn’t make sense to me. I re-read it, thinking I
must be missing something. I could be wrong, but I’m
pretty sure the advice in that article could be misleading.
Geordie Haig

T

wenty-eight miles per hour ground speed is a brisk
pace for a bicycle; a BMX or mountain bike will
seldom, if ever, reach that kind of speed and never
for very long.
However, at 2,000ft above ground, it’s practically a
hover and it feels a little strange… Not quite as mindbending as a Matrix phone call home or a Star Trek
transporter trip down to the planet’s surface, but it is a
sort of transcendence none the less.
The sensation of flying an open cockpit ultralight
aircraft is close to that of flying in dreams, clipping treetops with the toes of your sneakers. Could you hope to
experience this while still bound to the rigid limitations
of reality? Yes, and on occasion, that’s exactly what
we’re doing.
The racket and vibration of, most likely, a Rotax twostroke engine does offer a slightly different ambience
than dream flying, however, the difference diminishes
rapidly, all things considered.
Gliding above the world, detached, observing, the
aviator is indeed no more a part of it than it is aware of
us. Sometimes you look down and see a hawk or an eagle
gliding, wings spread and held firm, looking for a little
‘fast food’. Sometimes you look up and see the same bird
looking down at you. Sometimes you glance directly over
to the side and see the raptor not far off your wingtip,
your eyes meet and momentarily lock.
A million words and pictures from a thousand camera
angles could only allude to what’s going on in the pilot’s
mind. To know, you have to be there and to be there, you
have to train, you have to learn first hand.
The sooner you start, the sooner you’ll be up there
with the birds and those others like you.
Maybe someday we’ll meet there. No words will be
necessary. Until then, we’ll await your arrival with the
blue above and the green below.
Jason Macrie, overseas ultralight pilot

Photo: Larry Jones

Editor’s Note: Thanks, Geordie, also for offering to write
a local version – I’d also be interested to hear our
instructors’ opinions on this as well.

Why We Fly…

Photo: Jason Macrie

Letters

The End of APN

Photo: Mike Annear
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Making Mt Feathertop
by Bill Oates

Many of us make bad flying decisions that aren’t
immediately followed by negative consequences – if
we’re not able to recognise and avoid repeating these,
they can result in us trying again until something does
happen as the descending level of safety meets the
rising probability of disaster.
I’m not very good at finding climbs over the repeater
station near Harrietville, so in the past I’ve tended to
go right near the end of Reliance Ridge to max out on
height somewhere near Mt Ebenezer before crossing
over Harrietville. It’s a longer route (and crossing), but
I get better height and a chance to observe any clouds
around Feathertop or over the high country.
I want to arrive on Bungalow Spur with as much
height as possible. I glide in over the foot of the spur and
keep going in until I hit a climb or reach one of my ‘safe
heights’ and turn back to scratch at the nearest trigger
point. Once I have a climb, I take it as high as I can, then
head for trigger points further in. If I don’t get a climb,
I fly back out to a lower point and try again. It can take
several attempts to get past a particular point, but you
just have to be patient, fly safely, keep working at it, try
slightly different spots and hope it improves.
On the map, the green circles show where my
‘safe height’ is below ground level, so I can scratch at
whatever height above ground level I feel comfortable
with. The orange ones are where I only scratch down
to my ‘safe height’, which increases depending on the
conditions. The final trigger point (circled in red), and
the summit, are more committed ones. When I reach
these points the landing options in my head transfer
from Harrietville (official LZ or the quarry) to the top of
the spur near the trigger point. There are several places

Scratching around for a climb behind Federation Hut,
it looks like a horribly long glide out to the safe landing
paddocks of Harrietville…

O

My specific preparation for Mt Feathertop involved
spending hours on Google Earth before my first attempt,
and a number of attempts before my first successful
flight over the summit. Every attempt built a little
more experience, knowledge and confidence, which
contributes towards the next try.
On Google Earth I looked at as many pilots’ tracklogs
who had flown over Feathertop as I could by setting up
a filter on Leonardo and downloading summit flights.
I then worked out my minimum ‘safe heights’ for all the
possible points I might be scratching over.
A ‘safe height’ for me is the minimum height I need
to safely glide to a landing paddock (with a closer
emergency bomb-out as back-up). Initially, I calculated
these with a glide ratio of 3:1 (to allow for sink,
headwind, inexperience and flying a DHV1-2), but now
I use 5:1. This assumes very light winds and light sink;

if the wind is more than five or 10km/h and I’m finding
sink of three to four metres per second, I increase my
‘safe heights’ in 100m increments.
There are two obvious routes into Mt Feathertop: one
down Reliance Ridge, over or past Harrietville and up the
Bungalow Spur, the other follows the eastern side of the
valley down from Pyramid or the back of Germantown,
past Stoneytops and the Melbourne Uni Observation
Hut. I’ve done the latter route only once. It’s deeper and
further back than Bungalow Spur and I made the bad
decision to ignore my ‘safe height’ on the ridge in front
of Stoneytops and kept searching lower and deeper for a
climb. I did eventually find a great one (taking me up to
3,000m, then drifting under its cloud across the bowl to
the summit – awesome!), but if I hadn’t found it I don’t
think I would have made it out.

Photos: Bill Oates

bviously it’s not as bad if you have Ollie’s or Brian’s
glider performance and flying skills (Brian was on
his way out before I got there, and I’ve seen one of
Ollie’s tracklogs where he hardly turns from over Hotham
all the way back to Bright). There are risks to flying deep
in over the high country, but I believe with planning
and good decisionmaking it can be done safely and the
rewards are fantastic!
I had landing options for all of this flight, and
although some of these weren’t convenient, none of
them were along the lines of ‘flare-gracefully-into-thetop-of-a-tree-and-climb-down-the-reserve’.
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Planning for getting to Mt Feathertop
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to land there, but they’re all small and somewhat sloped
and the wind can be quite switchy. At this point I prefer
to radio other pilots that I’m heading in, so someone
knows where to look for me should something happen.
It’s important for me to commit to landing there if I
don’t find lift, because there isn’t much time between
realising that no thermal has come along to save you
and scratching for too long or low to be able to land.
I’ve never tried to glide out from below the spur height,
but valley wind and sink could make it quite stressful,
if not impossible. I’ve only landed up there once, just
above Federation Hut. Although it looked very small
from the air, the landing went fine (it was actually quite
nice being on the ground up there). A number of other
pilots have landed in the saddle or slope-landed on Mt
Feathertop itself.
On the other side of the Razorback, I believe I could
land in a spot near the creek and maybe on a knoll halfway down the Diamantina Spur, but it could be pretty
sketchy, with a big walk out – to avoid if at all possible!
Usually there’s nearly constant lift at the junction
between Bungalow Spur and the Razorback. I like to

have at least 2,100m (depending on conditions) before
heading to the summit so I can make it back to the
junction afterwards. It’s even better to fly in just as a
cloud starts to form and thermal above the summit – the
first time I did that I felt like I owned the mountain!
My first couple of times over the summit were quick,
scared in-and-out dashes, but now I like to enjoy it for
longer, while seeing how high (or low) I can get, before
starting the glide out.
It’s truly an amazing place to visit in our fragile little
aircraft – definitely one of my favourites and each time
I fly over the summit of Mt Feathertop it’s another oncein-a-lifetime paragliding experience!
I hope to meet you there someday.
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Operations Manager’s Report

Reporting:
An introduction to the HGFA reporting system
by Sarah Fitzgerald

“The HGFA has introduced a new occurrence reporting
system called IRIS. This online platform will enable HGFA
members to easily report incidents, accidents, near
misses and hazards via the internet at any time, from
any location.
The expansion of member reporting beyond accidents and serious incidents is a part of HGFA’s overall
approach to improving safety via a combination of
reactive, proactive and predictive tools. By sharing
information about your activities with HGFA, we will
be able to monitor trends and provide feedback to
all members about how to improve safety, before an
accident occurs. This proactive approach depends on
the willingness of members to report to the HGFA
information such as a near miss, a minor incident or
hazards that you notice in the field. The HGFA in turn is
committed to treating occurrences as an opportunity
to learn, and not the trigger for disciplinary action.
Occurrences reported to the HGFA, via IRIS or otherwise,
will be treated confidentially and feedback will be
provided to individuals about their reports and any
follow up actions taken by HGFA or required of the
individual. On a larger scale, information will be provided
to all members about safety performance and areas
where changes are required by members and the HGFA
to improve safety.
IRIS is an important communication tool for the
HGFA to share safety related information and through
it, we plan to take safety to the next level and prevent
accidents and serious incidents.”

And now from me...

To lodge a report all pilots need to do is ‘log in’ using
their HGFA number and the password ‘hgfa’ (in lower
case). HGFA members do not need to register; this was
done by the HGFA office while setting up the program. At
the end of each month IRIS will be updated with new and
expiring member numbers.
Commencing with the next issue, de-sensitised
incidents will be reported in SkySailor. By reporting
and analysing issues in this manner, HGFA members will
have the benefit of other people’s experience which may
one day prevent their own incident. It is about sharing
experiences and continuous learning.

CASA Audit

Photo: Alex Cuddy
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The CASA audit report was delivered to the HGFA
recently. It identified a number of areas in which the
HGFA has drifted over the last couple of years and issues
which need addressing. Of particular concern to CASA
was the manner in which paperwork was submitted
to and accepted by the office. It’s often the case that
you do not know where things have gone awry, until it
is pointed out to you and this has been the case with
this CASA audit. From this point forward the HGFA has
new procedures put in place to address deficiencies in
administrative compliance. These new procedures were
submitted to and approved by CASA.
Moving forward, the HGFA will now review applications for memberships, ratings, qualifications and
endorsements more thoroughly and, if required, request
applicants to re-submit a form to required standard.

Safety Notice:

In the very near
future these procedures will be
available on the
HGFA website to
ensure all members know and
understand what
the new requirements are.

Wills Wing Hang Loop Inspection
– Recall: Kingpost Hang Models
Issue Date: 25 August 2011

Applies To:
All recently manufactured hang loops for kingpost hang models.
Service Requirement: Inspect and replace as necessary.
Tools Required:
Phillips head screwdriver, 5/16” wrench

Operations Manual

The Operations Manual amendment process continues,
albeit the June submission was rejected by CASA. The
rejection was not unexpected as this submission had
taken some big steps towards adopting CASA’s Self
Administration Performance Standard and the Safety
Management System. I am, however, very grateful and
pleased to report that Lee Ungermann (CASA’s Sport
Aviation team) did a great job reviewing the document
and responding with clear guidelines to CASA’s
requirements and development for the next submission.
I believe this is a positive response from CASA and clearly
demonstrates CASA’s intent to work closer with its
RAAOs, many thanks to Lee!
It is important to note here that the HGFA Operations
Manual is a CASA approved document that provides our
organisation with the authorities and systems for our
activity oversight. I hope to finalise the next submission by the end of September and then move on to
developing the new Procedures Manual to support the
Operations Manual.

Other bits and pieces...
Sub-Committee Reports

Background:

A customer recently discovered greatly accelerated wear on a hang loop
where the loop attaches to the tang which is bolted to the kingpost on
a U2 145. Current production models that use this type of hang loop are
all U2s and all Sport 2s. Recently manufactured replacement hang loops
for other models using a kingpost hang system are also affected by this
inspection – recall notice. We do not know the exact time period to which
the recall applies, but we know at least one defective loop was produced
as early as March 2011, so we recommend inspections of all loops made up
to six months prior to that.
We have determined that the accelerated wear is likely caused by
a defective grommet installed in the hang loop tang which is the result
of a damaged grommet setting tool. The photo on the left below shows
the damage to the hang loop, and the photo on the right shows a correct
grommet – tang installation on the left, and a defective installation on the
right, where there is a sharp edge on the inside of the installed grommet.
Note that there are two factors which may prevent
one from noticing the defect on casual inspection:
1.	the hang loop tang is normally covered up by the
protective kingpost base sock, and
2.	the defect on the hang loop tang grommet may be on
the inside of the tang, not easily visible unless the
hang loop is removed from the kingpost so that the
inside of the tang can be inspected.

All the sub-committees have been a little quiet for the
last month or so as a result of CASA auditing and other
travel requirements. Future meetings are planned for:
➲➲ Powered Paragliding,
➲➲ Developing Instructor training and
grandfathering approvals
➲➲ Safety and Operations
➲➲ Review of Rohan Holtkamp’s updated
Hang Gliding work book
➲➲ Review of the Towing Manual update

Procedure:

Peel back the protective sock to expose the
bolt head and clinch nut that secure the hang
loop to the kingpost. Remove the 1⁄4 inch
clinch nut from the bolt, remove the bolt from
the kingpost, and dismount the hang loop from
the kingpost. Note that there are two loose
bushings inside the aluminum bushing that is
permanently installed in the kingpost – take
care not to misplace these.
Inspect the hang loop carefully for any sign
of wear at the attachment to the tangs, and
inspect the grommets installed in the tangs
for any sharp edges. If you find wear on the
hang loop, or sharp edges on the grommet, the
hang loop will need to be replaced.
If your hang loop needs to be replaced,
contact your Wills Wing dealer or Wills Wing
directly to obtain a replacement loop. You
will need to provide your glider serial number,
model and size, and if your loop is not a
standard Wills Wing length loop, you will
need to provide the distance from the clip in
point on the hang loop to the top surface of
the basetube.

RAA Weight Shift Microlight
Memorandum of Understanding

The review of HGFA training and maintenance standards
is progressing. HGFA CFI’s Larry Jones (Adelaide) and
Ned McIntosh (Sydney) are reviewing the training
syllabus, Kev McNally is helping with the maintenance
requirements. As previously mentioned, the objective
of the MoU is to standardise matters of certification,
training and maintenance of training aircraft between
RAA and the HGFA. The MoU needs to be completed by
early November 2011 and both organisations will be
required to undertake some changes for the MoU to be
fully effective, these changes will mostly affect flying
schools and will be discussed fully in future editions
of SkySailor.
John Olliff
Email: <operationsmanager@hgfa.asn.au>
Mobile: 0417 644633
October | November 2011

See the article here for more information on determining and specifying non-standard hang loop
lengths: [www.willswing.com/Articles/Article.asp?reqArticleName=RightHangHeight]
October | November 2011
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All clubs and nominated Senior SOs and SOs

Please confirm all SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Office
<office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that those holding these appointments
have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive notices and
correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required to
be endorsed by clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the
future if confirmation is not received, those listed in the database where
no current forms or confirmation is held, the appointment will be taken
as having expired.

HGFA

All correspondence,
including changes of
address, membership
renewals, short term
memberships, rating forms
and other administrative
matters should be sent to:

HGFA National Office
4a-60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC
3042, & 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177,
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.au].

HGFA Operations Manager
John Olliff & 0417 644633

<operationsmanager@hgfa.asn.au>.
➲➲ F or information about site ratings, sites
and other local matters, contact the appro
priate State associations, region or club.

Board Members
2008 to 2010
President: Rob Woodward <President@hgfa.
asn.au> & 0408 808436.
Vice-President: Brian Webb <Vice.President@
hgfa.asn.au> & 0417 530972.
Secretary: Greg Lowry <greg.lowry@hgfa.
asn.au> & 0466 399850.
Treasurer: John Twomey <Treasurer@hgfa.
asn.au> 03 93972612, Mobile 0419 357195.

Board Members
Martin Halford <martin.halford@hgfa.asn.
au> & 0434 427500.

Regions & Special
Interest Groups
ACT Hang Gliding
& Paragliding Association

LPO Box 8339, ANU, Acton ACT
0200; [www.acthpa.org]. Pres:
Andrew Luton <andrewluton@
hotmail.com> 0404 254922; V-Pres: Nic
Welbourn <nic@corinbank.com> 0422 783
763; Trs: Alun Mills <almills@iinet.net.au>;
Sec: Stuart McElroy <stu_mack@yahoo.com>
0428 188625; Committee: Kari Roberson
<kari.roberson@customs.gov.au> 0402 460
659, John Waghorn <jonowaghorn@hotmail.
com> 0417 728495; Meetings: 1st Thu/
month 7.30pm Yamba Sports Club.

Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.

PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936 <hgawa@
hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Peter South <ronway
south@yahoo.com.au>; V-Pres: Alex Jones
<aa.jones@bigpond.net.au>; Trs: Greg Lowry
<g.lowry@iinet.net.au>; Sec: Mirek Generowicz <mgenerow@optusnet.com.au>; Trs:
Colin Brown 0407 700378, <cobrown@big
pond.com>.

NSW Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association

PO Box 1238, Baulkham Hills NSW 1755,
[www.nswhpa.org]. Pres: Bruce Wynne 0417
467695, <president@nswhpa.org>; V-Pres:
Brett Coupland <Vice-President@nswhpa.org>;
Sec: Ray Firth <Secretary@nswhpa.org>; Trs:
Graeme Cran 0414 668424, <treasurer@nsw
hpa.org>; Committee: <executive@nswhpa.
org> Nir Eshed (Public Officer), Tony
Sandeberg, Andrew Polidano, Tony Dennis
and Curt Warren.

North Queensland State Association

PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881. Pres: Bob
Hayes 0438 710882 <flying@cairnshang
glidingclub. org>; V-Pres: Daniel Keech 0427
888893 <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Sec/Trs:
Tracey Hayes, PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881,
0418 963796 <info@azurephotography.
com>; PG rep: Brett Collier 0431 151150.

Queensland Hang Gliding Association

Sun Nickerson <sun.nickerson@hgfa.asn.au>
& 0427 220764.

Pres: Greg Hollands <greg.s.hollands@trans
port.qld.gov.au>, PO Box 61, Canungra QLD
4275 07 38448566.

Benn Kovco <benn.kovco@hgfa.asn.au>
& 03 90169456.

South Australian HG/PG/ML Association
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SAHGA Inc, c/O PO Box 6260, Hallifax St,
Adelaide SA. All email: <sahga.exec@gmail.
com>. Pres: Stuart McClure 0428 100796;
Sec/Trs: Rob Woodward 0408 808436.

Tasmanian Hang Gliding
& Paragliding Association

[www.thpa.org.au]. Pres: Keith Wales
0407 516845, <giligan42@hotmail.co.uk>;
V-Pres: Anton Rosenzweig 0400 268667,
<anton.rosenzweig@gmail.com>; Sec/Trs:
Rob Steane 0418 146137, <robsteane@
netspace.net.au>. Northern TAS info: Richard
Long (Burnie PG pilot), 0438 593998,
<northern@thpa.net>.

Victorian Hang Gliding
& Paragliding Association

PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.
vhpa.org.au]. Pres: Phil Campbell 0438 428
569 <campbell.p@giant.net.au>; Sec: Nick
Abicare 0418 104506 <nick.abicare@gm.
com>; Trs: Stephen Leake 0409 553401
<sleak75@gmail.com>; SO: Kevin Grosser
0419 022225 <litespeedrs4@gmail.com>;
Sites: Mark Pike 0408 801356 <mark.
pike@baesystems.com>; Committee: Hugh
Alexander 0417 355578 <hughbert.skypig@
hotmail.com>, Jan Bennewitz 0423 139923
<Jan.Bennewitz@gmail.com>, Tony Hughes
0417 379847 <thughes@gordontafe.edu.
au>, Anthony Meechan 0407 163796 <meeks
65@yahoo.com.au>.

The Pico Club (National Paramotor Club)

Pres: Brett Coupland 0409 162616; V-Pres:
Rob Van Riswick 0428 290462; Sec: Grant
Cassar 0416 269894 <grantcassar@iinet.
net.au>, 59 Empress Terrace Bardon QLD
4065; Trs: Chris Drake 0414 505452.

Clubs

Could all clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details
of their Executive Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific
attention is directed to the listing of SSOs and SOs for the clubs.

States

Contacts

All clubs please check details in this section carefully

New South Wales
Blue Mountains Hang Gliding
Club Inc.

[bmhgc.blogspot.com] Pres: Kacper
Jankowski <KJankowski@ccia.
unsw.edu.au>; V-Pres: Gregor Forbes
0421 376680 <forbesy@virgin
broadband.com.au>; Sec: Alexander Drew
0423 696677 <revant01@yahoo.com.au>;
Trs: Allan Bush (HG SSO) <bethandallan@
bigpond.com>, 0407 814524; Comps: Mark
Stewart (PG SO) <artik_mark@yahoo.com.
au>, 0421 596345, Comp: 2nd & last Sunday
of each month. Meetings: Contact committee.

Central Coast Sky Surfers

PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261,
[www.centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres:
Frank Warwick 0409 468337 <president@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>; V-Pres: Rod
Burke 0401 923923; Sec: Richard Waterfield
0414 652323 <secretary@centralcoast
skysurfers.com>; Trs: Richard Waterfield
0414 652323 <treasurer@centralcoastsky
surfers.com>, SSOs: Javier Alvarez 0418
116681 <media@centralcoastskysurfers.
com>, John Harriott 0412 442705 <nationalparks-liaison@centralcoastskysurfers.com>.
Meetings: 1st Thu/month, 7:30pm, Erina
Leagues Club, Ilya Ave, Erina.

Dusty Demons Hang Gliding Club

6 Miago Court, Ngunnawal, ACT 2913. Pres:
Trent Brown 0427 557486, <Trent.Brown@
anu.edu.au>; Sec: Peter Dall 0428 813746,
<peter.dall@casa.com.au>; Trs: Michael Porter
0415 920444; SSO: Peter Dall 0428 813746.

Hunter Skysailors Paragliding Club

Pres: Bob Lane 0422 744285, <boblane.55@
hotmail.com>; V-Pres: Brent Leggett 0408
826455, <brent@flashme.co.au>; Sec: Albert

Hart 0421 647013, <albert.hart@bigpond.
com>. Meetings: Last Tue/month, 7pm, Hexham Bowling Club.

Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres:
Frank Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1
@bigpond.com>; Sec: John Parsons; SSO:
Tim Causer 0418 433665 <timcau@ozemail.
com.au>.

NSW Sky Hawks

Pres: Brett Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@
ppgaustralia.com>; V-Pres: Tony Denis
0418 574068 <fly@trikefan.com>; Sec:
William Olive 0412 423133 <William.Olive@
hnehealth.nsw.gov.au>; Trs: John Jablonskis
0407 935785 <johnjj27@hotmail.com>.

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

[www.homestead.com/kapc]; Pres: Michael
Porter 0415 920444 <Michael.Porter@ap.
jll.com>; V-Pres/SSO: James Ryrie 0417 491
150 <James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Elston
0428 480820 <elston.mark@gmail.com>.

PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508; Pres/
Trs: Peter Ffrench 0403 076149 <president
@flystanwell.com> <treasurer@flystanwell.
com>; Sec: Johnathon Kinred 0457 299893
<secretary@flystanwell.com>; Committee:
Fred Smeaton 0402 808031 <skypilot105@
gmail.com>; SSO: Mark Mitsos 0408 864083,
<SSO@flystanwell.com>.

Lake Macquarie Flyers Club Inc.

Sydney Hang Gliding Club

Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club

Pres: Russell Harvey 0412 928598 <russell
harvey@optusnet.com.au>; V-Pres: Ebberhard Muller 0418 963526 <eddymuller11@
yahoo.com>; Sec: Darryl Gledden 0408
281454 <dgledden@bigpond.net.au>; Trs:
Murray Payne 0417 179742 <vpayne3@
bigpond.com>.

Manilla SkySailors Club Inc.

PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.
org.au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness 02
67856545, <skygodfrey@aol.com>, V-Pres:
Matt Morton <Matt.Morton@defence.gov.
au>, Sec: Suzi Smith <suzismith@hotmail.
com>, Trs: Bob Smith <bobskisan@hotmail.
com>, SSO (HG) Patrick Lenders 02 67783484
<patrick.lenders@gmail.com>, SSO (WM): Willi
Ewig 02 67697771 <skyranch@gmx.net>.

Mid North Coast Hang Gliding
& Paragliding Club

Pres: Nigel Lelean 0419 442597; SSO: Lee
Scott 0429 844961.

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 64 Broadmeadow NSW 2292; [www.
nhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Dawson Brown 0429
675475 <dawson@bmhgc.org.au>; V-Pres:
Gary Herman 0401 772289 <garyherman@
aapt.net.au>; Sec: Don Bremner 0421 346
997, <dmbremner@optusnet.com>; Trs:
Allan McMillan 0400 637070 <adm@idl.
com.au>; SOs: Coastal – Tony Barton 0412
607815, Inland – Scott Barrett 0425 847208,
John O’Donohue 02 49549084, PG – James
Thompson 02 49468680; Newsletter: David
Stafford 02 49215832 <editor@nhgc.asn.
au>. Meetings: Last Wed/month 7:30pm South
Newcastle RLC, Llewellyn St, Merewether.

Northern Rivers Hang Gliding
& Paragliding Club

PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481; [www.
nrghpgc.net]. Pres: Jan Smith 0438 876926
<jansmith.cloudnine@gmail.com>; V-Pres:
Brian Rushton 0427 615950 <byronair@
optusnet.com.au>; Sec: Marco Veronesi 0405
151515 <lucky_mpv@yahoo.com.au>; Trs:
Paul Gray 0407 738658 <mystralmagic@
gmail.com.au>; PR: Cedar Anderson 0429
070380 <cedaranderson@gmail.com>; Sites:
Peter Wagner 0431 120942, Col Rushton
0428 751379 <colin.rushton@bigpond.
com>; SSO (PG): Lindsay Wooten 0427 210
993 <lindsaywootten@bigpond.com>;
SSO (HG): Andrew Polidano 0428 666843
<andrew@poliglide.com>. Meetings: 2nd
Wed/month, 7pm, Byron Services Club.
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www [www.flysydney.org], <sydneyhang
glidingclub@y7mail.com>, 0417 467695.
Pres: Dean Tooker <capebanks@unwired.
com.au>; V-Pres: Martin Wielecki <lastrada
photo@hotmail.com>; Trs: John Selby 02
93447932 <johnselby@idx.com.au>; Sec:
Bruce Wynne 0417 467695 <bwynne@
bigpond.net.au> <sydneyhangglidingclub@
y7mail.com>; Dev/Train: Owen Wormald 02
94667963 <owen_wormald@nab.com.au>;
SO: Bill Moyes <bill@moyes.com.au>, Doug
Sole, Ken Stothard; Web: Glen Kimpton; Comps:
Vicki Cain; Training: Shannon Black. Meetings:
3rd Wed/month, 7:30pm Botany RSL, Botany.

Sydney Paragliding & Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103 [www.
flysydney.org]. Pres: Peter Rundle 0417 684
313 <sf27mz@gmail.com>; V-Pres: Brett
Coupland 0409 162616, <brett@whirlwind.
com.au>; Sec: Kirsten Seeto <kirsten.flys@
gmail.com>; Trs: Nico Hundling 0488 096418
<nicohundling@gmail.com>; Social Sec: Shanta
Wallace 0416 938227 <shanta@noworrieshq.com>; SSO: Sandy Thomson 0419 250220
<sandythomson1@bigpond.com>; Information: Rory Angus 0421 769765 <rory.angus
@stockland.com.au>; Committee: Hume
Winzar 0408 190321 <winzar@gmail.com>,
David Holmes 0408 366505 <ny_studios@
hotmail.com>. Meeting: Harbord Bowling Club,
Bennett St, Freshwater, 7pm 1st Tue/month
(except January).

Queensland
Caboolture Microlight Club

50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres:
Derek Tremain 07 33957563, <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254,
<crezzi@lineone.net>; SO: Graham Roberts
07 32676662, <trike@tpg.com.au>.

Cairns Hang Gliding Club

<flying@cairnshangglidingclub.org>, web:
[www.cairnshangglidingclub.org]. Pres: Bob
Hayes 0438 710882; V-Pres: Brett Collier 0431
151150; Sec: Tracey Hayes 0418 963796; Trs:
Daniel Keech 0427 888893; Committee: Brod
Osborne, Joe Reese & Uwe Peter.

Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275; [www.chgc.
asn.au]. Pres: Dave Staver 0409 435953
<president@chgc.asn.au>; V-Pres: Jason
Turner 0432 105906 <vicepresident@chgc.
asn.au>; Sec: Mark Kropp 0416 181915
<secretary@chgc.asn.au>; Trs: Hana Krajcova
0424 257381 <treasurer@chgc.asn.au>;
Executive: Greg Hollands 07 32534239 (w),
07 38448566 (h); Social Director: Wayne
Jater 0438 818707; SSO PG: Phil Hystek 0418
155317, 07 55434000 (h); Back-up: Brandon
O’Donnell 0416 089889.

Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.

’The Lagoons’ Comet River Rd, Comet QLD
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec: James
Lowe 0418 963315, <j.lowe@cqu.edu.au>;
Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699, <jaw12@
bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wall 0427 177
237, <jonathon.a.wall@team.telstra.com>;
SSO: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187, 07 49387607.
Towing Biloela: Paul Barry 07 49922865,
<prbarry@tpg.com.au>.

Conondale Cross-Country Club

[www.conondaleflyers.asn.au/] Pres: Denis
Davis 0428 130375; V-Pres: Paul Underwood
0407 177793; Sec: Andrew Dobinson
<andrewdobinson@gmail.com>; Trs: Steve
Stocker 0411 226733.

Dalby Hang Gliding Club

17 Mizzen St, Manly West QLD 4179. Pres:
Daron Hodder 0431 240610, <daron@aclad.
com.au>; Sec/Trs: Annie Crerar 0418 711821,
<annie.bruce@bigpond.com>; SSO: Jason Reid
0424 293922, <jasonr@gleda.com.au>.

Fly Killarney Inc.

Pres/SSO: Lindsay Wootten 0427 210993,
<lindsaywootten@bigpond.com>; V-Pres:
Dave Gibbs 0429 775554, <davegibbsuphi@
yahoo.com.au>; Sec: Paul McCullough
<plrmcc@yahoo.com.au>; Trs: Sonya Fardell,
0415 156256, <s.fardell@uq.edu.au>.

Paradise Flyers Inc.

Pres: Ben Darke 0418 753220 <ben@water
bed.com.au>; Sec: Brett Paull 0435 203153
<101airbourne@gmail.com>; Trs: Grant Cassar
07 33327535 <grantcassar@iinet.net.au>.

Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach QLD 4581;
<intheair@ozemail.com.au>. Pres: Geoffrey
Cole 0408 420808, 07 5455 4661; V-Pres
& SSO (HG): David Cookman 0427 498753;
V-Pres (PG): Tex Beck 0407 238017; Trs:
Gary Allen 0417 756878; Sec: Janine Krauchi
<jkrauchi@rainbowshores.com.au>; (HG):
David Cookman 0427 498573, 07 54498573;
SSO (PG): Jean-Luc Lejaille 0418 754157,
07 54863048.

Wicked Wings Toowoomba HG & PG Club

Pres: Peter Schwenderling 0427 461347
<swendo1@bigpond.net.au>; Trs: David Toal
0431 335184 <david@shamrockaviation.
com.au>, Sec: Sonya Fardell 0415 156256,
<s.fardell@uq.edu.au>.

Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club

Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax:
07 49555122, <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.
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Northern Territory
Alice Springs Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

Pres: Ricky Jones 0406 098354, <redcentre
paragliding@yahoo.com>, contact for paramotoring, PG ridge soaring & thermal flying.

Victoria
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club

<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Penny
Burke; SSO: Rob van der Klooster 0408
335559, Jan Bennewitz 0423 139923.
Meetings: 1st Fri/month, venue see [www.
dynasoarers.vhpa.org.au].

Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.

PO Box 5278, South Melbourne VIC 3205 [www.
melbourne.vhpa.org.au]. Pres: Glenn Bachelor
0419 324730, <Hangliding@netspace.
net.au>; Sec: Peter Cass 0422 246326,
<P_J_Cass@yahoo.com.au>; Trs: Noel Bear
0425 801813, <Treasurer@mhgc.asn.au>;
SSO: Peter Holloway 0408 526805, <info@
freedomairsports.com.au>, Committee:
Jozsef Patyi, Merv Dannefaerd & David Moore.
Meetings: 3rd Wed/month, Tower Hotel, 686
Burwood Road, Hawthorn East VIC 3123.

North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club

Pres: John Chapman 0412 159472 <chappo
252@hotmail.com>; Sec: Bill Oates 0466
440049 <secretary@nevhgc.net>; Trs/M/
ship: Greg Javis 0407 047797; Committee:
Barb Scott 0408 844224, Bill Brooks 0409
411791; SSO: Karl Texler 0428 385144;
Meetings: [www.nevhgc.net/].

Skyhigh Paragliding Club

[www.skyhighparagliding.org]; Pres: Katy
Torokfalvy <pres@skyhighparagliding.org.
au> 0408 150249; V-Pres: Alister Johnson
<vp@skyhighparagliding.org.au> 0418 323
692; Trs: Julie Sheard <tres@skyhighpara
gliding.org.au> 0425 717944; Sec: Phil Lyng
<sec@skyhighparagliding.org.au> 0421 135
894; M’ship: Ron Campbell <mem@skyhigh
paragliding.org.au> 0438 749685; Nov Rep:
Steve McCulloch <nov@skyhighparagliding.
org.au> 0409 743190; Web: Frank Adler
<wm@skyhighparagliding.org.au> 0408 264
615; Safety: Alister Johnson <so@skyhigh
paragliding.org.au> 0418 323692; Committee: Dario Marini. Meetings: 1st Wed/
month 7:30pm Retreat Hotel, 226 Nicholson
St, Abbotsford. No meeting in Nov or Jan.

Southern Microlight Club

[www.southernmicrolightclub.com.au]. Pres:
Ken Jelleff <president@southernmicrolight
club.com.au>; V-Pres: Gary Wheeler <jilgar
@netspace.net.au>; Sec: Kel Glare <secretary
@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>; Trs: Dean
Marriott <treasurer@southernmicrolightclub.
com.au>; Editor: Kel Glare <secretary@
southernmicrolightclub.com.au>; Web: Steve
Bell <webmaster@southernmicrolightclub.
com.au>.

Southern Microlight Club of Victoria

Pres: Ken Jelleff <kenJ@jelfor.com.au>;
V-Pres: Gary Wheeler <jilgar@netspace.net.
au>; Sec: Kel Glare <kalkat@optusnet.com.
au>; Trs: Dean Marriott <dean@ultimate.net.
au>; News: Kel Glare <kalkat@optusnet.com.
au>; Web: Steve Bell <sbell@ampfp.com.au>.

Victorian Air Hogs

[http://groupspaces.com/AirHogs] Club for
WSM, PPG & PHG pilots. Contact: Bohdan
Philippa <bohdan392@gmail.com>.

Western Victorian Hang GIiding Club

PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.wvhgc.
org]. Pres: Phillip Campbell 0438 428569,
<campbell.p@giant.net.au>; V-Pres: Greg
Beglehole 0419 889153, <greg@heating
andcooling.com.au>; Sec: Anthony Meechan
0407 163796 <meeks65@yahoo.com.
au>; Trs: Richard Carstairs 0409 066860,
<rcarstairs@optushome.com.au>; SSO:
Rohan Holtkamp 0408 678734 <rohan@
dynamicflight.com.au>. Meetings: Last Sat/
month, The Golden Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm.

Western Australia
Albany Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556;
Sec: John Middleweek 08 98412096, fax:
08 98412096.

Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.

Secretary, 12 Hillside Crs, Maylands WA 6051.
Pres: Colin Brown 0407 700378 <cobrown@
bigpond.com>; V-Pres: Eric Metrot 0407 003
059 <tromes@bigpond.com>; Trs: Colin Brown
0407 700378 <cobrown@bigpond.com>;
Committee: Shelly Heinrich 0428 935462
<shellheinrich@hotmail.com>, Rod Merigan
0439 967971 <rmerigan@q-net.net.au>,
Clive Salvidge 0402 240038 <clive@iinet.net.
au>, Julien Menager 0423 829346 <Julien.
me@gmail.com>; SOs: John Carman, Nigel
Sparg, Colin Brown, Mark Wild. Meetings: Last
Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne Park Bowling
Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.

Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.

[www.dustdevils.itaustralia.org]. Kalgoorlie:
Pres: Toby Houldsworth <drogue@bigpond.
com>, 0428 739956; Trs/SSO: Murray Wood
<muzel71@bigpond.net.au>, 08 90215771;
Sec/SO: Richard Breyley <richard.breyley@
matsa.com.au>, 0417 986896. Perth: SSO:
Mark Stokoe <Mark.Stokoe@health.wa.gov.
au>, 0414 932461.

Hill Flyers Club Inc.

<hillflyers@tpg.com.au>. Pres/SSO: Rick
Williams 0427 057961; Sec/SSO: Gary
Bennet 0412 611680; SSO: Gavin Nicholls
0417 690386, Mike Ipkendanz 08 92551397,
Dave Longman 08 93859469. Meetings held
on site during club fly-ins at York, Toodyay.

Western Microlight Club Inc.

Pres: Brian Watts 0407 552362; V-Pres:
Keith Mell 08 97971269; Sec: Paul Coffey
0428 504285; CFI: Brendan Watts: 0408
949004.

Western Soarers

PO Box 483, Mt Hawthorn WA 6915; [www.
westernsoarers.com]. Pres: Michael Duffy
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; V-Pres: Jason Kath
<jkath@bigpond.net.au>; Sec: Cyril Eliopulos
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; Trs: Greg Lowry <g.
lowry@iinet.net.au>; SSOs: Shaun Wallace,
Gavin Nicholls, Matty Coull, Rick Williams,
Michael Duffy. Meetings: See [http://au.
groups.yahoo.com/group/western_soarers/].
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Schools

Victoria

New South Wales

Queensland

Western Australia
Australia Wide Services
Certified Paraglider
Repairer

PARAGLIDING CENTRE
We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely renowned as
Australia’s best flying region. Bright has been host to
numerous Australian & international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the best, our CFI
Fred Gungl (six times Australian Paragliding Champion)
has been involved in paragliding since 1990 & instructing
for over 10 years.
➲➲
➲➲
➲➲
➲➲
➲➲
➲➲

Testing & Repairs

Courses

Introductory & HGFA licence course
Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
SIV courses
Tow courses
XC tandem flights
Equipment Sales

Rainbow Paragliding•APCO Australia
Offering the full range of APCO equipment
APCO Aviation three years/250 hours warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique
in the industry. Customer service and 100% satisfaction
guarantee. Test centre for APCO gliders

We are now conducting SIV courses.

See website for details.
Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessories.

[www.apcoaviation.com]
APCO Australia and PWC winner
of the Serial Class 2000

Active Flight
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854455
[www.activeflight.com.au]

Paragliding and Paramotoring

➲➲Established since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based on
the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school has access
to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate in the Cooloola
National Park including Teewah and world famous Rain
bow Beach. In the Sunshine State, we fly all year round,
60km cross-country flights have been achieved in winter!
➲➲FULL LICENCE COURSE – Strictly only four students per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your own
pace, between eight to 10 days.
➲➲REFRESHER COURSE – Groundhandling, top landing or
asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with the
experts.
➲➲INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT – We have the sites, the weather and the
knowledge.
➲➲SALES AND SERVICES – New and second-hand, trade-in,
maintenance and repairs.
➲➲YOUR INSTRUCTORS: Jean-Luc Lejaille, CFI and senior
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Australia), over 5000 student days’ experience,
instructing since 1995.

`` Try our two-day FREE introductory
courses, tell your friends!

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding – APCO Australia

New South Wales
HIGH ADVENTURE

established 1988

Paragliding

Why come to north-east Victoria
to learn with Eagle School?
➲➲ A part from being fortunate enough to have the most
consistently reliable weather for training in Australia…
➲➲ Australia’s longest running Microlight school.
➲➲ Our person centred approach means that we value
feedback and individually tailor our training methods to
suit the student’s needs.
➲➲ We specialise in remedial training when you get stuck in
your present learning environment.
➲➲ We are interested in seeing you achieve your goals and
make your dreams a reality.
➲➲ You will receive ongoing support after
your licence
➲➲ We aim to shape you into a safe and confident pilot by
encouraging you to challenge yourself
in a safe and supportive environment.
➲➲ If you are already a Hang Glider, Paraglider or Glider pilot
you’ll learn for half price!
We look forward to assisting you to master a new set of skills
which will take you to new heights in every respect.
No pressure sales! Buy in your own time!
Feel free to contact us, we are happy to chat with you.

Stephen Ruffels CFI

16 Hargreaves Road, Bright, 3741
03 57501174 or 0428 570168, <fly@eagleschool.com.au>

Look up our website:

Specialising in:
`` Paraglider pilot to Paramotor
pilot conversions

PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581

Ph: 07 5486 3048 – 0418 754 157
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com>
[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]

`` Our office and pilot accommodation at
North Haven Beach from $25 per night
`` Mountain bikes and surfboards supplied
Learn in a holiday atmosphere!
Only three hours north of Sydney!
Australia’s biggest distributor
of Paragliding and Paramotoring
products, all online at the best prices.
See our website for more details

(0429) 844 961

[www.eagleschool.com.au]

➲➲ C omprehensive testing
and repairs to
all paragliders
➲➲ Fully equipped service
and repair agents for:
Advance, Aerodyne, Airwave, Bio-Air, Gin, Gradient,
Mac Para, Niviuk, Nova, Ozone, Paratech, Sky,
Skywalk, Swing, UP
➲➲ Full written report
➲➲ Harness repair and modifications
➲➲ Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
➲➲ Parachute repacking
➲➲ Orders taken from anywhere in Australia, New
Zealand and Asia
➲➲ Prompt turnaround

Paragliding Repair Centre
93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330

Mob: 0417 776550
Email: <fly@waparagliding.com>
Web: [www.waparagliding.com]

Advertising Index
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Airborne Windsports – T-Lite
Cross Country Magazine – Competition
Cross Country – XCMag Shop
HGFA – Annual General Meeting
High Adventure – UP
India/Himalaya Adventure ‘12
Manilla Paragliding – Accessories
Manilla Paragliding - Sigma 8
Natalie’s Travel
One Small Planet
Warren Windsports
Paragliding Repair Centre
Revo

IFC
11
17
15
37
41
9
33
37
43
IBC
Y
15

Professional Paragliding

➲➲
➲➲
➲➲
➲➲
➲➲
➲➲

Tandem Introductory Flights
Paragliding Courses and Certifications
Pilot Development Clinics
Free Introduction course
Tandem Endorsements
Sales and Service

Dealer for Swing Icom Bräuniger Icaro
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd
Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412271404
<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au>
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au]

Download our’Learn to Fly’ brochure for what’s involved, plus costs.

Photo: Tex Beck
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Classifieds

Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified per person per
issue will be accepted. Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office for membership verification/payment by
email <office@hgfa.asn.au>, fax: 03 93362177 or post: 4a/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC 3042. The deadline is the 1st of the month, one month prior to publication date. Submitted classifieds will run for one issue. For consecutive publication, re-submission of the classified must be made, no advance bookings. When submitting a classified, remember to include your contact details (for prospective buyers), your HGFA membership number (for verifi
cation) and the State under which you would like the classified placed. (Note that the above does not apply to com
mercial operators. Instructors may place multiple classified entries, but will be charged at usual advertising rates.)
Advertising Guidelines

All aircraft should be suitable for the intended use; this includes the skill level required for the specific aircraft being
reflective of the pilot’s actual rating and experience. All members must adhere to the maintenance requirements as
contained in Section 9 of the Operations Manual and as provided by manufacturers. Secondhand equipment should
always be inspected by an independent person, an Instructor wherever possible. Advice should be sought as to the
condition, airworthiness and suitability of the aircraft. It should include examination of maintenance logs for the
aircraft. It is unethical and a legally volatile situation for individuals to provide aircraft which are unsuitable for the
skill level of the pilot, or aircraft that are unairworthy in any way.

Hang Gliders & Equipment

Microlights & Equipment
Airborne XT912 Tundra Streak 3 T2-6102, red, with GRS,
training bars, Chatterbox intercom, Vertex radio & headsets,
prop net & mud flap, cruise 62 kt hands off. TT 560 hrs,
$45,000 ono. Always in hangar. Contact: & 0415 530939 or
<lgdiscala@bigpond.com>.

Queensland
Airborne Redback 2002 model with 270 hrs TT, Wizard
II wing, Rotax 503 with 270 hrs TT, prop net, training
bars, Tundra kit, full travel covers, Air Hog side saddles,
Peltor headsets & helmets, two Freezer suits, $11,000.
& 0428 682706.
Sting 154XC Series 1, Moyes harness, new reserve chute, new
sidewires, waterproof bag, wheels, towing rig. $1,200 ono.
Bräuniger IQ-Basis, Garmin GPS 12, Icom IC-40 & switch box,
Apco helmet, GME EPirb. $800 ono. Contact: & 0412 440207
(Sydney), more photos <nickdugley@optusnet.com.au>.

Hang Gliders & Equipment
Victoria
Airborne C4-13.5, 240 hrs, orange/white/blue US, carbon LE
inserts, Microdrag DTs, Aerofoil BB, new sidewires. Includes
XC & rain bags. $2000 ono. Contact: Phil & 0407 042634.

New South Wales
Airborne Climax 13 topless high performance glider. Red/
blue. Original version, 10 years old. Single owner. Sidewires
recently replaced. Some yellowing/marks on TS, however, US
& airframe are in good condition (photos available). Flies well.
$500, priced for hassle-free sale. Must pick up from Manly,
NSW. Contact: <taylor_c@mac.com>.

Sting 3 154, low hrs, in excellent condition. $3800. Contact:
Rod Prater & 0409 565775.
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Victoria

Paragliders & Equipment
New South Wales

Wizard Wing T2-226, 577 hrs, 7/03, always hangared, yellow
& white, $2000. Contact: & 0417 612616.

PG Equipment (like lew, 1-hr flight time): UP Ascent 2 (XS)

General Equipment
Kangook.com

suit pilot 60 to 75kg. Backpack, stuff bag, speedbar. Apco
Integral 2 Chairbag harness, 2.6kg, reversible backpack. Apco
reserve Mayday 16 Light. $2,995. Contact: Nigel & 0406
752850 or <gilchristcomms@gmail.com>.
Photo: Godfrey Wenness

XT 912 with Cruze Wing plus trailer for urgent & reluctant
sale. Wing, motor & airframe ca. 645 hrs. Always hangared
& serviced by mechanic. Lots of spare parts & accessories
included. Comes with trailer. $28,000. Can deliver to Cairns
area free of charge. Contact: Alexander Rohrseitz & 0419
765503 / 07 40602002 or <sabinealex@bigpond.com>.

PG Suit made with Windstopper breathable material; designed
specially for people of 150 to 170cm height; nice yellow
or coffee with black trims, $175 (plus postage) ready for
delivery. Contact: Lin & 0488 422214 or <zeonleung@gmail.
com> for more details.

The latest range of Kangook paramotors, Dudek Reflex
paragliders, trikes, flight decks, spares & your reserve
parachute equipment all on our website for your inspection
with prices. Contact: Ben & 0418 753220.

Poliglide

Queensland
Gin Zoom small, 75-95kg, DHV2, 220 hrs, in good condition. I
just replaced the risers & lower lines. Yellow with a red front
edge,.$450. Also: Airbag harness, Icaro Energy lightweight
3.4kg airbag with additional 3cm thick foam, parachute under
the seat, size L, 30 hrs, no damage, $450. Contact: Rodney Tex
Beck & 0407 238017 <texws@hotmail.com>.

Microlights & Equipment
New South Wales
Airborne Buzzard Trike T1-2039. Single seat, 95.10 registered.
Wizard wing, 200 hrs. Rotax 447 engine, 370 hrs. Base 730
hrs. All in good flying condition, complete with registered
trailer. $5200. Contact: Bob Francis & 02 49886082
(Newcastle, NSW).

Concertina Bag

PARA SUPPLY / Cocoon3 concertina bag,
PARA SUPPLY / Cocoon3 concertina bag,
PARA SUPPLY / Cocoon3 concertina bag,
PARA SUPPLY / Cocoon3 concertina bag,
www.parasupply.com

Press To Talk System

PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys,
PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys,
PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY / PTT sys,
www.parasupply.com
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